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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班 

碩士文提要 

論文名稱: 英語教師如何於正規及非正規專業發展領域發展個人職能概念: 一位

教師的敘事研究  

指導教授: 招靜琪 博士 

研究生: 李星瑩 

論文提要內容: 

本質化敘事研究旨在探討英語教師如何於正規及非正規專業發展領域中發

展個人職能概念。研究對象為一位擁有多年補教與國高中教學經驗的英語教師。

研究方法主要包含研究對象的口說敘述及半結構式訪談，目的在於完整記載研究

對象之動態專業發展歷程。資料分析方式採用「整體─內容」分析法 (Lieblich, 

Tuveal-Mashiasch, & Zilber, 1998)與「關鍵事件」方法 (Webster & Mertova, 

2007)。研究結果顯示，研究對象之教師發展出自於其主動作為並連結至其認為

之與教學相關之要務。其中引領研究對象教師發展之關鍵為其個人與其所在之補

教或學校場域的互動關係。也就是說，她如何看待及解讀場域中有關於教學與教

師之價值，並以此價值為基礎發展個人職能概念。此外，研究對象之教師職能概

念為一螺旋型過程，其過程強調一學習過程之結束引領另一新的學習發展；於專

業發展領域之互動中動態發展。另一方面，藉由研究對象於正規與非正規學校場

域中發展職能概念之經驗對照，本質化個案研究對於宏觀之正規及非正規教育系

統在協助教師發展的設計，目前所面臨的兩難獲得更深入的了解。本研究期許針

對教師教育、甚至於教育政策持續改善，提供可能之方向，使其更能符合教師於

個人職能發展的實際需要。在本研究最後，針對於研究結果提出教學與研究上之

建議做為參考。 
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Abstract 

    This study explores the development of an English teacher’s professional identity 

across formal and informal educational contexts. The informant invited in the study is 

an English teacher who has cross-contextual professional development experience. 

Data collection methods primarily included an oral narrative and semi-structured 

interviews in order to document the dynamic professional development trajectory of 

the teacher informant. The data collected were analyzed with a holistic-content 

method (Lieblich, Tuveal-Mashiasch, & Zilber, 1998) and a critical events approach 

(Webster & Mertova, 2007). The findings of the study indicate that teacher 

development is undertaken by the teacher herself and her concerns. What is really 

critical in guiding teacher development is the interaction between the teacher and her 

contexts; namely, how the teacher perceives and interprets the value of teaching and 

the meaning of being a teacher from the contexts, which is the basis to develop her 

professional identities. Furthermore, teacher professional identity is constructed 

dynamically as a spiral process in interaction with contexts. A better understanding of 

the tensions existing in the macro-level formal educational system is also obtained in 

the comparison with formal and informal professional development experience of the 

English teacher in the study. The study provides a possible direction for further 

improvement of teacher education program and for educational policy reforms to 

better take care of the actual professional development needs of teachers. Based on 

the findings, pedagogical implications as well as suggestions for future research are 

also provided at the end of the thesis. 

  

Keywords: teacher professional identity, teacher development, teacher education, cram 

school, EFL teachers 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

Background of the Study 

English education is always emphasized in EFL environments such as Taiwan 

mainly due to the needs of personal advancement and the country’s economic survival. 

While the Ministry of Education (MOE) has been promoting communicative language 

teaching (CLT) in English, deep-rooted influence of paper-and-pencil examinations 

still directs English education in Taiwan. Learners need to pass such high-stake tests 

as BC test (Basic Competence for Junior High School Students) and CEE (College 

Entrance Examination) for advanced study, or other proficiency tests (TOEIC, TOEFL, 

and IELTS) to verify their English competence for future careers. They also need to 

invest a large amount of time and efforts to study in cram schools in order to increase 

the possibility of passing examinations. However, cram schools, and the quality of 

their teachers in particular, have not been fully understood and thus are issues worth 

probing in the Taiwanese educational system.  

This study aims to explore an English teacher’s professional identity 

development across formal schools and informal cram school educational contexts. 

Identity has been defined by a lot of educational researchers in different ways, 

(Goodson & Cole, 1994; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Norton, 2000; Sfard & Prusak, 2005), 

and professional identity in the study refers to a particular kind of teacher recognized 

by a teacher herself or others around her in a given contexts based on Gee’s definition 

of identity (2001). Language teacher development and professional identity have been 

the focus of language educational research since the 1980s, because the issues are 

considered crucial for students’ successful learning. Based on the sociocultural 
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perspective, teacher education is regarded as a teacher’s learning process of how to 

teach, which is built through the experiences firstly in classrooms as learners, then in 

teacher education programs, and finally as the teacher is involved in the teaching 

communities (Johnson, 2009). Language teacher professional identity is often shaped 

by the formal teacher education program as well as classroom practice. Qualitative 

methods have been adopted to investigate teachers’ long-term identity development 

and shifts in teaching/learning contexts since teacher professional identity is a 

dynamic, changeable process (Fox, 1995; Franzak, 2002; Golombek & Johnson, 2004; 

Harkavy, 1999; Knowles, 1992; Knowles & Holt-Reynolds, 1991; Morgan, 2004; 

Smit & Fritz, 2008; Tsui, 2007; Zhao & Poulson, 2006). Furthermore, Johnson (2009) 

has discussed the shifting epistemologies in language teacher education research from 

positivist to interpretative as the teachers’ participation and constitution in their 

professional worlds within multiple sociocultural contexts are investigated.  

Cram school teachers, similar to formal school teachers, shoulder the duty of 

teaching students and have direct influence on students, but they are comparatively 

overlooked in the literature of language teacher education. Generally speaking, cram 

school teachers are taken as employees of for-profit companies, and therefore they are 

usually excluded from formal teacher education and professional communities; while 

formal school teachers are regarded as having a stable vocation and high social status. 

However, the distinction between the two contexts and their teachers seems to be 

taken simplistically and fixed. Cram school is named as shadow education by 

Stevenson and Baker (1992) to highlight its auxiliary role to the mainstream education 

system and to alternate the term of “cram school” in order to avoid its negative 

connotation in English (Bray, 2006; Bray, 2010; Kim, 2005; Liu, 2011). The shadow 

education issue has indeed received much attention recently, yet the special issue on 

shadow education published by Asia Pacific Education Review in March 2010 only 
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includes one article related to teachers working in cram schools. The article is about 

the entrepreneurs of small-scale cram schools in Japan and their challenges in human 

resources. While teaching personnel is mentioned as an employment problem in the 

article, the teaching professionalism of cram school teachers is not the emphasis 

(Dierkes, 2010). In other words, teacher professional development in cram schools 

has not been sufficiently explored though more attention has been paid to cram school 

issues in educational research.  

In fact, teachers have many opportunities to engage in developing 

professionalism in both mainstream and shadow educational contexts. In previous 

studies, it often indicates in the introduction of teacher participants’ background 

information in the previous studies that the teachers had English teaching experience 

in shadow educational contexts before they moved to formal educational one 

(Cruz-Yeh, 2011; Huang, 2008; Liao, 2007). Nevertheless, such research has not been 

expanded to cross-contextual professional development of language teachers; instead, 

they mainly focused on formal teacher development. It has been shown in the 

literature that language learners would experience identity (re)creation across different 

educational settings, which could influence language learning motivation (Harklau, 

2000; Kinginger, 2004; McCarthey, López-Velásquez, García, Lin, & Guo, 2004). 

Teachers across multiple professional boundaries and their teacher development, 

nevertheless, have not received much attention as cross-contextual learners and their 

learning process in educational research. Moreover, the Ministry of Education (MOE) 

in Taiwan has recently begun to stress the importance of the qualification of cram 

school teachers and to ask the cities and counties to supervise cram schools in 

establishing file systems for teacher backgrounds and qualifications including their 

majors as well as teaching and proficiency certificates. Such official attention further 

accentuates the necessity of gaining a better understanding of cram school teachers’ 
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professional identity developments. 

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to unveil an English teacher’s development of 

professional identity across formal and informal educational contexts through 

exploring the professional developmental trajectory of an English teacher informant 

invited in the study, including her prior learning experience and the later 

cross-contextual teacher development. Narrative and semi-structured interview data 

are adopted in the study to capture the dynamic developmental process of teacher 

professional identity. The study aims to obtain an intact comprehension teacher 

learning as relevant professional development opportunities are provided by both 

formal and informal educational communities through the teacher informant’s 

individual stories.  

 

Research Questions 

1. How does the teacher participant develop her professional identity from her 

English learning and teaching experiences in both formal and informal 

professional development contexts?  

 

2. What kinds of tension exist in the formal and informal English educational 

systems of Taiwan in terms of teacher learning and development based on the 

teacher participant’s cross-contextual professional development experience? 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

     The following literature review mainly includes four sections. The first section 

introduces the conception of language teacher professional development, including its 

epistemological shift, the research focus changing with the shift, and the elaboration 

of language teacher identity in the relevant research paradigm of teacher professional 

development. English teacher professional development in formal educational 

contexts is discussed in the second section. The third section puts the emphasis on 

cram school phenomena in Taiwan and the studies relevant to the professional 

development of cram school teachers. In addition, the review of the research on 

across-contextual teacher development is displayed in the last section. At the end of 

the literature review, the rationale of the present study is further elaborated.  

 

Language Teacher Professional Development 

Epistemological shift from positivism to interpretative paradigm. Teacher 

professionalism, as a decisive role in language education, is one of the emphases 

related to teacher education program and classroom practice. The exploration of 

teaching and teacher education has been greatly influenced by positivism by the 

middle of the 19th century. Under positivist epistemology, knowledge is objective, 

identifiable, and generalizable and can be captured through systematic research 

processes. The main foci are hence the effective teaching behaviors and processes 

leading to learner achievement on test scores in practical classroom application of 

teachers, and how the teaching behaviors can be transmitted to other teachers through 

professional training (Johnson & Golombek, 2002; Shulman, 1986, 1987). 

In the early 1980s, ethnographic investigators began to penetrate teacher 
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practice in actual classroom and found that teachers constructed their own 

interpretation of teaching, which underlined the complex nature of teacher thinking on 

teaching practice and teachers as active creators of their professional knowledge 

(Elbaz, 1983l Lampert, 1985). According to Connelly and Clandinin (1988), and 

Johnson (2009), the positivist research paradigm has been criticized since the 1980s 

due to its depersonalized and decontextualized nature. In response to such criticism, 

the research has been gradually shifted to the interpretative paradigm, under which 

knowledge is considered socially constructed and contingently emerging from the 

social activities and contexts where people engage in. Teachers’ participation in their 

professional lives, the processes of their professional development, and teacher 

identities are the core issues. The process of teacher professional development is 

hence considered to be dynamic and lifelong, in which teachers are as active 

participants in teacher education programs, as learners of teaching in classrooms and 

schools, and also as members in a broader educational community. Such 

conceptualization of teacher professional development is in line with sociocultural 

theories emphasizing the social nature of cognition and learning (Cobb & Bowers, 

1999; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Vygotsky, 1978; Wenger, 1998).  

 

Issue of language teacher identity in sociocultural perspective. Under the 

interpretative paradigm, language teacher professional identity, being one of the 

essential parts in teacher professional development, refers to a particular kind of 

teacher that is recognized by a language teacher herself or others in given contexts 

(Clarke, 2008; Gee, 2001). The formations or transformations of teacher identity are 

shaped and penetrated by the teacher’s knowledge, professional philosophy, teaching 

practice, self-reflection, and social communication with others from the sociocultural 

perspective (Miccoli, 2008; Norton, 2010; Lantolf, 2005; Ricento, 2005; Singh, & 
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Richards, 2006; Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005). Owing to teachers as 

active agents to conduct their own teacher development, their perception and 

interpretation toward the values of teaching and teachers not only in professional 

developmental contexts but also in any other contexts can also be crucial in forming 

their professional identities. According to elaboration of Flores and Day (2006), 

identity is a dynamic process which “entails the making sense and (re)interpretation of 

one’s own values and experience” (p. 220). Becoming a language teacher, therefore, 

essentially involves the (trans)formation of teacher identity in which a teacher’s 

values about what it means to teach and the type of teachers they aspire to be via their 

own personal experiences (Sachs, 2001).  

Regarding the studies on teacher professional identity, Beijaad, Meijer, and 

Verloop (2004) provided suggestions for further research by reviewing relevant 

studies from 1988 to 2000 which mainly adopted qualitative research methods on the 

basis of interpretative epistemology. One of the suggestions is about in-depth 

exploration of the relationship between the contexts and teacher’s professional 

identity formation. Language teachers’ professional lives have been investigated to 

discuss teacher identity and professionalism with various contexts later on, while 

many of the studies primarily focused on teacher learning and professional 

development in a certain context or at a certain stage in the lives of the teacher 

participants. Fox (1995), for instance, focused on the early teaching experience of two 

beginning teachers tracking their transformation from an English learner to a language 

teacher. Franzak (2002), on the other hand, emphasized the influences of in-service 

teachers’ experience sharing on student teachers’ identity development during 

participation in a teacher study group of teacher education program named critical 

friends group. Johnson and Golombek’s Teacher’s Narrative Inquiry as Professional 

Development (2002) collects many narrative inquiry studies on teacher’s construction 
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of knowledge about language teachers and language teaching using different data 

sources including self-reflection on teaching, group discussions, and interaction with 

students, while the teachers were basically in the same teaching contexts. Moreover, 

Clarke (2008) published a book on teacher identities of student teachers using 

community of practice theory. Tsui (2007) also conducted a long-term inquiry to 

capture the lived experience of a formal school English teacher throughout his English 

learning process and teaching career to have a better understanding of multifaceted 

nature of language teacher professional identity, which is one of the few 

cross-contextual studies on teacher’s professional identity development. While 

professional identities of language teachers have been widely explored in the recent 

decades, the research on English language teacher across multiple contexts is still 

scarce, not to mention teacher’s professional development and identify formation in 

formal and informal professional development contexts. 

 

English Teacher Professional Development in Formal Educational Contexts in 

Taiwan  

     Generally speaking, English teacher professional development in formal 

educational contexts is usually discussed by exploring the experiences of two teacher 

groups respectively: pre-service and in-service teacher groups, and the classification 

is mainly based on whether or not the teacher has any formal teaching experience and 

obtains teacher certificate (Ministry of Education, Taiwan, 2012). For pre-service 

group, making a decision of becoming a teacher and carrying out the decision is the 

main focus. There are two path ways that one could take to become an English teacher 

in formal schools in Taiwan: one is to enter a normal university or teacher’s colleges 

to receive four-year teacher education for primary and secondary school teachers. The 

other is that in addition to receiving formal teacher education program provided by an 
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officially-authorized university, one should finish the compulsory courses about 

English literature, linguistics, and language skills in an English department (Laws and 

Regulation Database of The Republic of China, 2010). While being in a formal 

teacher education program, one needs to fulfill internship and pass the examination 

for teaching certificates. College students can become a qualified English teacher and 

begin their teaching career through either path (Pan & Yu, 1999; Chou & Ho, 2007; 

Wu, 2008). The educational research on teacher development, therefore, often 

explores the relationship between teacher professional development or identity 

formation and the pre-service training of becoming a teacher. In the studies on 

pre-service teachers, the foci are primarily on teachers’ development in teacher 

education programs and practicum as well as their initial construction of the 

conception about teaching and teachers from prior schooling experience as a learner 

(Calderhead, 1991; Johnson, 1994; Nettle, 1998; Russell, 2008; Reid, 2011; Rogers, 

2011). Research on in-service teachers, in addition to investigating teachers’ 

pre-service training, put more emphasis on the relationship between teacher 

professional development and actual classroom practice, such as teacher thinking on 

curriculum design and teaching behavior in class (Kwakman, 2003; Mawhinney, 2010; 

O’Donnell; 2005; Sato & Kleinsasser, 2004).   

    In fact, the background information of formal English teacher participants 

provided in some of the studies reveals that a number of formal English teachers do 

have informal teaching experiences (Cruz-Yeh, 2011; Huang, 2008; Liao, 2007), 

while the research did not put much emphasis on such experiences and its possible 

impact on teacher professional development. It is still unknown the similarities or 

differences exist in formal and informal educational systems on teacher professional 

development. The current study thus suggested that teacher development research 

should look into dynamic teacher professional advancement by capturing teachers’ 
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diverse teaching backgrounds and experiences instead of partial documentation. 

 

Cram School Issue in Taiwan  

     Brief introduction of cram school phenomenon. Confucianism and the 

current education policy are two major factors leading to prosperous cram school 

phenomenon in Taiwan. As other East Asian countries, Taiwan has been under the 

influence of Chinese Confucianism and meritocracy in which people hold a high 

respect for academic study and intellectuals. Both students and parents believe that 

people would have a better career and a promising future if they can enter a 

prestigious school. Hence, the outstanding academic performance of English, just as 

other school subject matters, has been greatly stressed in Taiwan’s education, and a 

large number of students are sent to cram schools for school-based achievement (Ho, 

1998; IIAS Newsletter, 2011; Kwok, 2004; Oladejo, 2006; Ross, 2008).  

On the other hand, international trade is the mainstay of Taiwan’s economy 

(Executive Yuan Website, 2010), and English competence is thus regarded as the core 

in educational policy. English has been the only mandatory foreign language in 

secondary education since 1967, and later in 2001 MOE conducted a series of reform 

programs to begin English learning in elementary school (Liao, 2004). Many higher 

education institutions also set English graduation thresholds. The booming of cram 

school business has thus been sustained and accelerated in the recent years (Chang & 

Yi, 2004; Chang, 2006; IIAS Newsletter, 2011; Lee, 2009; Liu, 2006; Wang, 2006).  

     Cram schools are for-profit institutes to provide supplemental instructions to 

mainstream education; thus, it is also named “shadow education” (Stevenson & Baker 

1992; Bray, 2006; Bray, 2010; Kim, 2005; Liu, 2011). Cram schools in Taiwan are 

categorized into academic and non-academic ones; English is included in both 

categories. An academic cram school provides learners with supplementary courses of 
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school subject matters. The other is non-academic language institutes, which provide 

learning programs not directly related to regular school curriculum. Learners there 

hope to learn foreign languages such as English and other foreign languages for the 

purposes of improving communication skills. The two types of cram schools in 

Taiwan take up approximately 83 percentage of the cram school market (the total 

number of cram schools in 2011 was 18,961): 10,424 cram schools and 5,231 

language institutes are registered nationwide in 2011 (IIAS Newsletter, 2011; 

Short-term Busiban Information Management System, 2011).  

The research of cram school issues in Taiwan, however, is scarce. The foci in 

the research include the origin and changes of cram school phenomena with 

sociological perspectives (Chou & Ho, 2007; IIAS Newsletter, 2011; Liu, 2011), and 

the findings in such research indicated that the prevalence of cram schools in Taiwan 

is highly related to the trend of educational policy and parental expectation toward 

their children’s academic success. In the research on cram school operation model or 

the degrees of customer satisfaction from the viewpoint of business administration 

(Chen, 2008; Huang, T. Y., 2008), the suggestions are provided for cram school 

owners to improve the efficiency of operation and service quality as well as to satisfy 

customers’ learning needs. The relationship between education in cram schools and 

students’ academic performance is also another focus in the previous studies (Chang 

& Yi, 2004; Liu, 2011). Although Liu (2011) in his article pointed out that instructions 

in cram schools had positive impacts on the improvement of students’ academic 

performance, other researchers still held a skeptical attitude toward the benefits that 

cram school teaching brought students and their learning (Chang & Yi, 2004; IIAS 

Newsletter, 2011). Issues on teachers’ beliefs or teacher identity in cram schools of 

Taiwan, on the other hand, have only received attention for approximately a decade 

(Huang, S. Y. S., 2008; Wu, 2007), and the details will be provided in the following 
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section.  

     Studies on cram school English teachers. Cram school teachers in Taiwan are 

not specifically divided into pre-service and in-service groups, and do not need to 

undergo either of the officially-authorized processes of being qualified to teach. 

Nevertheless, both their educational backgrounds and teaching practices are still 

emphasized in informal cram school contexts (Chen, 2000; Wu, 2006). Most cram 

schools require their English teachers to be English majors, to pass English 

proficiency tests designed by the cram schools, or to possess other validated English 

proficiency certificates. English teaching experience and/or certificates, or demo 

teaching may also be required to show their teaching skills. Some cram schools do 

offer such pre-service or in-service training as lesson plan writing or doing classroom 

observation of experienced teachers. However, generally speaking, cram schools do 

lack systematic training programs or evaluation systems for their teachers.  

Research on English education in cram schools has often been conducted for 

examining the efficiency of instructions. For example, Liu (2010), observed cram 

school students’ English speaking practice via Skype after class, while Wang (2012) 

examined the effectiveness of balanced reading instruction on cram school students. 

In addition, English teachers’ beliefs and teaching behaviors have also been the 

emphases. Huang S. Y. S. (2008) investigated teachers’ beliefs of three cram school 

English teachers who taught primary school students in Taichung. She found that 

learners’ age, proficiency levels, cognitive aspects, affective state, and drill-oriented 

instruction greatly influenced language teacher’s belief, and that the contradictions 

between teacher’s belief and practices may be contributed by deficient teaching 

strategies, inadequate professional knowledge, and the lack of reflective practices. 

Similarly, Wu (2007) also discussed two English teachers’ belief and their teaching 

practices within cram school contexts. The results showed that teacher’s beliefs 
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generally corresponded to their teaching practices and that the teachers also stressed 

the necessity of moral education in their classroom instruction in addition to English 

language teaching. In fact, teacher’s beliefs, teaching attitude or behavior are all 

relevant to their teacher identity, i.e., how they position themselves as teachers. To the 

best of the author’s understanding, however, no studies have explored professional 

identity development of teachers across formal and informal professional 

development contexts. This study, therefore, aimed to capture a more intact picture of 

teacher professional development from a teacher participant in both formal and 

informal educational contexts. Through comparing professional development 

experiences in both contexts, moreover, it would be possible to understand strengths 

and weaknesses of formal and informal educational contexts in facilitating teacher 

advancement and growth. 

 

Cross-contextual Teacher Professional Development  

     Under the sociocultural perspective, teacher professional development is highly 

relevant to the interaction between a teacher and the professional development 

contexts he or she engages in as mentioned previously. Teacher’s learning/teaching 

experiences across cultures have been the main focus in the research relevant to 

cross-contextual teacher professional development (Burnaby & Sun, 1989; 

Flowerdew & Miller, 1995; Lee, 2011; Gu, 2004; Thaman, 2001; Zhao, Meyers, & 

Meyers, 2009). Culture, according to Wenger (1998), is defined as “a composite 

repertoire created by the interaction, borrowing, imposing and brokering among its 

constituent communities of practice” (p. 291). Moreover, culture could be identified at 

different levels; it can be developed “at the level of a group of countries, an individual 

country, a group of institutions within a given country, or a particular institution 

within a given country” (Flowerdew and Miller, 1995, p. 362).  
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Many of the relevant studies have discussed cross-cultural programs or 

experiences of teachers in different county contexts and their impacts on teacher 

professional development. In general, cross-cultural teacher training and teaching 

experience is beneficial for teachers’ professional advancement in some way. Zhao, 

Meyers, and Meyers (2009), for instance, studied a four-week teaching and learning 

experience of ten American elementary pre-service teachers in China and indicated 

that the overseas experience helped participants to understand Chinese culture as well 

as the ways of teaching non-English speaking students. Gu (2004), on the other hand, 

studied the impacts of the intercultural experience in English language teacher 

education on the professional developments of both British teacher educators and 

Chinese teachers. The findings of Gu’s study revealed that Chinese teachers could 

better adopt both their traditional and Western teaching approaches with a critical 

perspective. British teacher educators, however, held opposite attitudes toward the 

intercultural experience: some thought it beneficial while some regarded it as a 

demanding experience. Moreover, Lee (2011) focused on the benefits of a six-week 

language teacher training program in New Zealand on a group of Hong King student 

teachers. The language competence and cultural understand of the student teachers 

were enhanced in the overseas teacher training program. In addition, the researcher in 

the study pointed out the differences between the educational systems in New Zealand 

and Hong Kong, including teaching strategies, learning environments, classroom 

management strategies, and teaching characteristics. That is, the strengths and 

weaknesses of the two educational systems for teacher development were derived 

from the participants’ across-cultural teacher training experience.  

The above-mentioned studies are at an across-country level; that is, the 

researchers focused on the relationship of the cultural difference and teacher 

professional development. However, to the best of the researcher’s understanding, 
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cross-contextual teacher professional development at a level of different educational 

systems within a county, i.e. formal and informal educational contexts, is still 

unknown without much attention in current teacher educational research and also 

worth exploring.  

 

Rationale of the Present Study  

     As mentioned previously, language teacher education field seldom focuses on 

teachers in shadow education or those cross formal and informal teaching contexts, 

and neither have teachers and their identities been received much attention in cram 

school studies. Therefore, this study aimed to trace the entire learning and teaching 

process of an English language teacher, including her early learning experience as a 

learner, teaching experience as a cram school teacher, and teacher learning in teacher 

education program and internship as a pre-service teacher at the postgraduate stage. In 

the process, the English teacher informant’s professional identity formation and shifts 

within those contexts were documented. In addition, the study tried to obtain a better 

understanding of teacher learning which is facilitated by both formal and informal 

educational contexts through the teacher informant’s individual stories.  

According to the research questions in the study, the process of learning how to 

teach English and how to develop language teacher identity in both formal and 

informal educational contexts are the foci, while a social theory of learning, i.e., the 

notion of communities of practice, is employed as the primary theoretical framework 

to obtain a better understanding of the relationship between the professional 

development of the teacher informant and the educational contexts that she stayed 

(Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). A community of practice framework, 

according to Wenger’s definition (1998), comprises three dimensions: “mutual 

engagement, joint enterprise, and share repertoire” (pp. 72-73). Mutual engagement 
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refers to participation in actions in which meanings are negotiated among participants 

within a community. In the case of the current study, the community of practice is 

understood as the informant’s perception of her community. Using this CoP 

framework, joint enterprise is defined as the focus of activity that links members in a 

community. Through ongoing negotiation from different responses of participants, the 

community is created by and reflected in the common focus and leads to the 

coherence in its members. The last dimension, share repertoire, means the common 

resources that participants can obtain to create meaning within their engagement in 

joint enterprise (Clarke, 2008). Within the context of CoP, learning is conceived as a 

dynamic trajectory of increasing participation. In other words, the novice participants 

in a community of practice are initially in charge of simple activities to gain access 

sources of understanding, grow their involvement wherein, and gradually they would 

become old-timers with full participation (Lave, & Wenger, 1991). The informant as a 

member of her CoP, based on the aforementioned three dimensions of CoP, not only 

shared the understood knowledge with other members but had a space to negotiate the 

meaning of her work and the rules of engagement.  

Concerning identity formation as the core issue in the study with the notion of 

communities of practice, it is a “dual process” that involves identification and 

negotiation within a community of practice according to Wenger (1998, p.188). 

Wenger (1998) refers to identification as a process that individuals build their 

identities via relations of association and differentiation in their experiences within 

communities. Members can identify with a community through mutual enterprise or 

culture, and then the identification with the community determines their membership 

and participation to some extent as well as constitutes who they are (Barab, 

MaKinster, & Schekler, 2003). Furthermore, it is a dynamic process that one identifies 

with a community and also becomes identified as something or someone. 
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Identification would facilitate and shape what individual are (not), and also leads to 

(non-)participation in a community (Wenger, 1998). Negotiability, on the other hand, 

refers to the extent that individuals can “control over the meanings in which they are 

invested” (p. 235), and it includes the “ability, facility, and legitimacy to contribute to 

and shape the meanings that matter within a [community]” (p. 197). Reversely, 

individuals with opportunities of negotiability can develop their ownership over the 

community’s mutual enterprise. In order to make the understanding of 

cross-contextual teacher professional identity development more transparent, the 

present study explores narrative story and interviews of an English teacher with the 

duality notion of identity and negotiation.  

Furthermore, via the investigation of the teacher informant’s personal 

experience in a community of practice framework for learning, the (re)constructions 

in teacher identity of an English teacher, the skills and actions in the social practice, 

and the relationship and interconnections among participants, the practice and the 

macro-level educational system are discussed in the study. Wenger’s four duality pairs 

of design for learning in a community— participation/reification, the designed/the 

emergent, the local/the global, and identification/negotiablitiy were thus employed to 

present the tensions existing in both formal and informal educational systems where 

the teacher developed her professionalism. Participation/reification is the duality of 

meaning. Participation is “a process of taking part and also to the relations that reflect 

this process” (1998, p. 55), that is, when people are engaged in a community, they 

would negotiate meaning through mutual recognition with others. Reification means 

to make the meaning into concrete and organized “thingness” (p. 58). The 

designed/the emergent focuses on the tension between the pre-organized structure of a 

community and the emergent structure in the actual practice. The local/global duality 

discusses the relation between the local practice of individuals and the global agenda 
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in a community. An ideal design for learning in a community is on the premise that 

“local practice [has] global meaning” (Barab, MAinster, & Scheckler, 2003, p. 246).  

In the concept of identification/negotiability, members can “identify with a 

community, [which] determines their membership and participation” (p. 247). At the 

same time, they have a certain degree of power to control the meaning of their work 

and to shape their identities. Through the discussion on the design for teacher learning 

in these two educational systems, the researcher attempts to make a contribution to the 

further improvement of the formal educational system by the Ministry of Education 

and to better understand informal educational contexts and the teachers within so that 

more flexible educational reforms and regulations in the near future can be 

established.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Methodology 

 

This study aims to explore the dynamic nature of an English teacher’s 

professional identity across formal and informal educational contexts. In order to have 

an in-depth understanding of the research topic, the study adopts case study methods 

to acquire abundant descriptive data of the informant and to analysis qualitatively. The 

present study, by utilizing case study methods, attempts to probe into English teacher 

identity as well as to better understand the opportunities of teacher learning provided 

by formal and informal educational contexts through the detailed report of the 

informant’s developmental experience. The following is the introduction of the 

methodology for the study, including an elaboration on the informant’s background, 

data collection, and data analysis procedure. 

 

Informant  

An English teacher who had professional development experience as an English 

teacher in both cram schools and formal schools was invited to be the informant of 

this study. In this section, the informant’s personal information, educational 

background, teacher professional training, and teaching experience will be included.  

The informant, Jenny (a pseudonym), was female and 30 years old. She 

received all the education in Taiwan without any studying abroad experience. Jenny 

was an English major in college, and currently she has been pursuing a master degree 

at a university in a northern Taiwan. She had completed the teacher education 

program at the university, finished the one-semester internship in a senior high school, 

and passed the certification examination for formal school teachers. 
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The English teaching experience of Jenny can be discussed into two categories 

based on the contexts that she taught in: formal school and informal cram school 

teaching experiences. She started English teaching in informal educational contexts 

during her sophomore years. She then accumulated informal teaching experience 

more than four years in three kids’ English institutes and two junior high English cram 

schools until she quit the teaching job to pursue her MA studies in linguistics. At the 

postgraduate stage, Jenny taught in a junior high school, including in the English 

remedial program for one year and in the elite programs for a half year in a junior 

high school. Internship in a senior high school was another formal teaching 

experience of Jenny. Table 1 is a brief summary of the informant’s teaching 

background. 

 

Table 1 

Background of the Informant 

Informant Current 

Situation 

Formal Teaching 

experiences 

Informal Teaching 

experiences  

Jenny MA Student 

of Linguistics 

2010-2011 In a junior 

high school: One-year 

remedial-program 

 

2011 In a junior high 

school: One-semester 

elite-program   

 

2011-2012 In a senior 

high school: 

One-semester internship 

2001 In a kids’ English 

center: Six month 

teaching  

 

2003-2005 In two kids’ 

English institutes: 

Two-year teaching  

 

2005-2007 In two junior 

high English cram 

schools: Two-year 

teaching 
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Data Collection and Procedures 

To acquire an in-depth understanding of the teacher’s professional development, 

an oral narrative of the informant’s entire professional developmental trajectory and 

three semi-structured interviews were collected as the primary data. One face-to-face 

and five online written follow-up interviews were conducted for further clarification 

of the primary data in the study. The narrative and interview data were in Chinese, the 

shared native language of the researcher and the informant.   

 

Narrative research. The research framework of the study adopted narrative 

research, which is, according to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), a process of narrative 

experience formation via story-telling, in which life experience is a continuum 

represented at present but also underwent in the past. Considering the experience 

being personal as well as social in nature, Dewey (1938) transformed narrative 

experience into an inquiry term in order to provide better understanding of 

educational life from individual stories within broader social contexts. In Dewey’s 

viewpoint, one criterion for experience is continuity, a concept that experiences are 

intertwined. It means that one’s experiences always develop from previous ones and 

at the same would lead to further ones. Clandinin and Connelly (2000), developed 

three dimensional space for narrative inquiry under the concept of continuity—“the 

temporal, the personal and social, and place” (p. 50). Employing narrative inquiry, 

researchers capture fluctuant, temporal matters in the lived experience shuttling in 

time (that is, the past, present, and future), moving from inner, personal perceptions to 

outward such as environments and interactions with other people, and transferring 

across contexts. It is therefore the researcher’s expectation that by collecting and 

analyzing a personal, contextualized narratives the study would provide insights from 
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what and how the English teacher undergoes the experience as learners of language 

teaching, what the teacher believes and knows about language teaching, who she 

becomes or is becoming as a teacher, and how all these lead to her personal and 

professional growth (Johnson & Golombek, 2002; Juzwik & Ives, 2010; Smit & Fritz, 

2008; Tsui, 2007). 

An oral narration is included in the study, and it was conducted in late March, 

2012. The narration was captured on a recorder and later transcribed for further 

analysis, and the length of it was approximately three hours. In the narration, the 

teacher informant’s overall English learning and teaching experiences were 

documented, in order not only to explore her professional development as a teacher 

but also to investigate the process she took to move from an English learner to an 

English teacher (Appendix B).  

 

Semi-structured interviews. In addition to the three-hour narration, three 

semi-structured interviews were also conducted in the study, subject to narrative data, 

to acquire more about informant’s reflections on and/or perspectives toward her 

English teaching history as well as her ongoing professional identity development. 

The researcher’s goal was to document the identity shifts that the informant 

experiences, and her position as a teacher in the English educational context.  

The interview protocols were designed based on Carspecken’s guidelines 

(1996), in which each topic domain focuses on one core issue and is extended with 

several follow-up questions. Some of the interview questions referred to the initial 

reflective questions for teacher’s self narrative inquiry in Johnson and Golombek’s 

Teachers’ narrative inquiry as professional development (2002). Three 

semi-structured interviews were conducted from early April to late May, 2012, and all 

of them were audio recorded and transcribed for analysis (Appendix A). The first 
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interview lasted for two hours and centered on the experience relevant to teacher 

training or education provided by formal and informal educational contexts 

(Appendix C). The second one, approximately two hours in length, mainly focused on 

the teacher informant’s teaching philosophy and self-reflections on her teaching 

experience. The last interview, lasted two and a half hours, tracked the people or the 

interactions in both formal and informal educational contexts that greatly impacted 

the informant’s professional development and also explored the informant’s 

self-reflection on her role of an English teacher in mainstream and shadow 

educational environments.    

In addition, the informant in each interview was asked several questions derived 

from aspects of the narration or previous interviews that needed to be clarified. After 

the process of primary data collection, follow-up interviews were also conducted from 

June to November, 2012 during data analysis and writing-up, including a face-to-face 

interview and five written follow-ups via Facebook platform (an online media) in 

order to clarify key information connected to the narratives and interviews.  

 

Data Analysis 

All the data collected in Chinese in the study were transcribed, translated to 

English, and put into analysis. Meanwhile, the researcher’s notes and inferences as 

interviewer comments were subject to analysis. In order to guard the trustworthiness 

of the study to verify data interpretation, a graduate student with TESOL background 

was invited for peer debriefing, and member checking (Stake, 1995).  

The research questions in this study were addressed through iteratively 

analyzing with the grounded theory procedure (Glaser, 2002; Moghaddam, 2006; 

Strauss, & Corbin, 1990). Analysis method in the study adopted Lieblich, 

Tuveal-Mashiasch, and Zilber’s holistic-content method (1998) wherein a 
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pattern/theme were identified as they emerged after material being read episode by 

episode several times. During the analysis, the basic outline of the events and the way 

the story was told were paid special attention (Hiles, Cermak,& Chrz, 2009). Since 

the unit of analysis was an episode, an outline helped to identify the shifting points of 

outer contexts and inner identity changes in the informant’s story. The researcher also 

followed the five procedures of holistic content method which are listed as follows 

according to Lieblich et al. (1998, pp. 62-63): 

1. Read the materials several times until a pattern emerges; 

2. Put the researcher’s initial and global impression of the case into writing; 

3. Decide on special foci of content or themes that the researcher wants to follow in 

the story as it evolves from beginning to end; 

4. Read the themes separately and repeatedly; 

5. Keep track of the result in several ways: Follow each theme throughout the story 

and note the researcher’s conclusions.  

In addition, a critical-event approach was adopted the study as well in order to 

make the results of analysis specifically displayed. According to Webster and Mertova 

(2007), “a critical event as told in a story, [positively or negatively], reveals a change 

of understanding or worldview by the storyteller” (p. 73). What makes an event 

critical is decided by its impact on the storyteller as well as the performance of the 

storyteller in a professional role. Moreover, because critical event is about changing 

experience, it can only be captured after an impact of the event has happened to a 

person. The retrospective nature therefore makes a critical events approach suitable 

for the narrative and interview data in the study, which were mainly about the past 

experience relevant to the professional identity development that the English teacher 

informant had, including her learning and teaching trajectories. The narrative and 

interview data in the study were divided into periods chronologically, mainly 
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following Measor’s intrinsic type of critical phases applied to the teaching profession 

(1985), in which critical events are the events “[occurring] within the nature 

progression of a career” (Webster & Mertova, 2007, p.74).  

The transcribed narrative and interview data were recursively read with the 

holistic content method for salient themes and finally relevant theories emerged to 

connect to the themes through the analysis procedures. The professional development 

process of the informant was divided into several critical periods. In each period, the 

critical events will be elaborated in details to exhibit the significance of the impacts 

on the teacher informant’s professional identity construction in the fourth chapter. 

These critical events were then linked to the Wenger’s notions of identification and 

four duality pairs in CoP for learning to discuss the issue of teacher professional 

identity and extend to the design for teacher learning in both formal and informal 

CoPs in the fifth chapter.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Results and Findings 

 

As the purpose of the study is to explore an English teacher’s professional 

identity development across formal and informal educational contexts through all of 

her English learning and teaching process, the learning and teaching stories of the 

English teacher informant, Jenny, are presented in this chapter to provide a broad 

picture of her background. The stories are divided into several critical phases based on 

chronological order and the main events occurring at each phases relevant to her 

professional identity formation are provided. Through the results depicted in this 

chapter, the interactions between the teacher informant, her learning and teaching 

contexts and the accompanying impacts on her teacher identity and professional 

development are revealed.  

 

Jenny’s Prior Formal Schooling  

     This section presents Jenny’s prior formal schooling experience from 

elementary school to university. Two subsections of Jenny’s formal schooling 

experience are described as follows: the first one focuses on her learning of English 

language and her perception towards English language; the other is about her 

schooling experience and her initial conception toward teachers and teaching. 

 

Jenny’s English learning story. Jenny learned English in Taiwan, never 

studying abroad. In the summer vacation before Jenny entered a junior high school, 

she started her English learning in a cram school where English teaching could be 

described as traditional. That is, oral speaking ability and practice were not 
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emphasized. Jenny narrated,     

     [… our learning in the cram school] was not about learning oral speaking 

happily. [Instead,] we [treated English learning] as [a kind of] abstract 

knowledge. [We] just read the articles from the textbooks. My [English] 

learning background did not have any oral speaking practice. (Excerpt one: 

Narrative 031912) 

Basically, Jenny in her cram school before junior high school was required to read 

articles from the textbook and memorize the K.K. phonics. For her, the requirements 

was actually quite easy to meet as she described,  

I would just make use of the time during TV commercial to memorize the 

vocabulary, and it could be about ten minutes. […] Anyway, I could cram the 

vocabulary words in a very short time.  [In fact,] my grades were very high 

and [I often took the tests] very smoothly. [I] just felt free and relaxed for my 

[English] learning, and did not think junior high English was difficult at all. 

(Excerpt two: Narrative 031912) 

Moreover, sometimes Jenny felt that the pace of instruction was so slow that she 

could actually read the textbooks and learn everything by herself. Most of the time, in 

fact, she did the self-studying in class regardless of following the teacher’s instruction, 

but she still had good performance and was sometimes complimented by the teacher.   

English language learning in the junior high school was no obvious difference 

for Jenny, either. The instruction given by formal school teachers mainly focused on 

the same grammatical patterns and reading skills as what she had learned in cram 

schools. Jenny’s English learning therefore was not challenging at all during junior 

high school years, both in the formal school and the cram school. The encouragement 

from her English teachers in the two learning contexts brought confidence to her. She 

provided some examples of teacher’s praise for her English performance in the cram 
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school and the formal school. 

     [In the cram school], my English learning went very well when I was about to 

become a freshman in junior high school. [I] learned cursive writing [at that 

time]. And I still remembered at that time the teacher mentioned two names 

who wrote good cursive writing among a hundred students: one was me and the 

other was the student sitting next to me. (Excerpt three: Narrative 031912) 

 

     One of my junior high school [English] teachers encouraged us to mark K.K. 

[phonics]. That is a very traditional way of learning English, […] to encourage 

us to write K.K. for bonus points. […] And I usually did it for bonus, and then 

most of [the phonics] I wrote were correct, so the teacher had a really good 

impression of [me]. (Excerpt four: Narrativ031912) 

     In Jenny’s senior high school years, she found that English learning was not as 

easy as before and her English ability could not be improved without a great deal of 

effort. However, Jenny’s interest in English did not wane since she has favorable past 

impression of English learning. She said, 

     In junior high school, [I] could read [English textbooks] faster than [the pace of 

instruction given by] the teacher. [I] just did not think it should take any efforts. 

That is, I had a feeling that I obtained [all the English knowledge] without 

making any efforts. And in senior high school, [I] felt that I always made 

mistakes in identifying parts of speech and could not make up sentences for 

compositions. [I] began to feel that English ability was not easy to develop. The 

feeling [of learning English] became different. But the positive impression 

before [still worked]. When I did not gain [as much as before], [when I] was not 

encouraged, or did not gain the bonus points, I did not become to dislike the 

school subject. [I] probably had drawn enough benefits from it [before], so 
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there was a kind of savings for me to consume. (Excerpt five: Narrative 

031912)  

Jenny’s own hobby, reading, also helped to maintain her interest in English learning. 

She remarked,  

     The reason that I liked to enter the English department in high school is because 

I read a lot [of novels] at the senior school stage. The extracurricular reading 

material of mine since childhood is novels, of course, Chinese novels. But I 

found they were actually translation versions when I was young. In the author 

introduction of the book page, the name of the author in Chinese was translated 

from some English words [that I could] not understand. […] [I found that the 

novels] were written in English and hoped to read their original versions. […] 

The main motive of my choosing English department is that I wanted to read 

the original versions, though actually I did not read then at all. I thought the 

reason I chose English department is maybe because of books. […] I found it 

was very strange that I was in Taiwan yet the books I read are all translations, 

and I began to want to study the language. (Excerpt six: Narrative 031912) 

Jenny loved reading, and many novels she had read were originally written in English. 

She therefore became interested in the original versions of those novels and also in the 

language. Both previous smooth learning experience and her personal interest in novel 

reading led her to choose to study social sciences in the later two years of senior high 

school and finally pursued advanced education an the English department during 

university.   

 

     Jenny’s holistic schooling experience. In Jenny’s prior schooling experience 

before becoming an English teacher, many of the teachers she met positively 

impressed her, and she held deep affection for her teachers. She liked the teachers 
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who had positive interaction with students and had true concerns for students in their 

own ways.  

Teachers represented knowledgeable intellectual in Jenny’s student life. In the 

second year of elementary school, Jenny liked her homeroom teacher. The teacher 

firstly introduced herself as a graduate from a college, which impressed Jenny very 

much and she thought studying in a college must be great. The following is Jenny’s 

description. 

I liked my homeroom teacher in the second year of elementary school, and I 

always have a deep impression [of her]. And [she once introduced that] she 

[graduated] from Tunghai University. So, [I] felt that studying in a college was 

great and the teacher was great. It was a positive impression, which may be 

related to my own life, the life out of school, my family background, in which 

there was no university at all. Because I was young at that time, in my life there 

were just my father, mother, and an elder sister, and none of them studied in a 

college. (Excerpt seven: Narration 03192012) 

 

Jenny’s homeroom teacher in the fifth and sixth years of elementary school, on 

the other hand, had more frequent and intimate interaction with Jenny and her 

classmates. She said,  

     The teacher in the fifth and sixth years of elementary school is impressive 

because that was the first time that I had such joyous time in [my] life. Then in 

[my] impression, the relationship between [the teacher and the whole class] was 

close. We all played together. It was not true [for the teacher and us] to play 

together actually. [But I] felt [we were] very close. (Excerpt eight: Interview 

052912)  

During Jenny’s senior high school life, the homeroom teacher in the second and 
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third years impressed her greatly with the paper-and-pencil interaction on a weekly 

journal. Jenny once expressed a stupid idea yet actually important for herself on the 

journal. She thought it was just a small thing, but the teacher treated it seriously. She 

seemed to understand her feeling and responded with positive comments on the 

journal. Jenny described the idea and the teacher’s response,  

I was a shy person, shy to all unfamiliar things. So, it was really stupid. Near 

my home there was a park that was being built. The park was on both sides of a 

bridge. So a bridge in the middle connected the park. I just felt, just imagined, 

and felt it was wonderful. [I] really wanted to hang around in the park, and then 

cross the bridge from this side to that side of the park. […] In fact, to go to an 

unfamiliar environment and do such a thing without any purposes is truly weird. 

Then, I wrote in my weekly journal that [I] hoped one day I would do this thing. 

[That is] to overcome the unfamiliar feeling and do such a thing. Ya, then she 

[…] encouraged me, or was positive to my idea, and said, “ya, hope you can do 

so one day.” I felt so touched. (Excerpt nine: Interview 052912) 

Jenny was an introverted person and afraid to try new, unfamiliar thing. Yet the 

teacher’s comments on the journal made Jenny feel touched for she felt the teacher’s 

concerns about students. The sharing and the teacher’s feedback on the journal was a 

kind of positive interaction for Jenny. In addition, when the classmates asked some 

personal questions, the teacher always answered without reservations. In Jenny’s mind, 

the teacher treated the students sincerely and candidly without talking like a 

bureaucrat or holding onto a teacher’s authority.  

     In Jenny’s schooling experience, it is clear to know that the teacher-student 

interaction between most of the teachers and her left positive impression on her. The 

good impression generated her deep affections toward the teachers as well as 

favorable feelings toward teaching jobs.  
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Jenny’s Teaching Experience in Informal Educational Contexts 

This section presents Jenny’s initial teaching experience and teacher 

professional development with shifts between different informal educational contexts. 

By starting to access English teaching in informal educational contexts, Jenny 

integrated her favorable English subject matter and teaching aspiration to capture a 

general understanding of English teaching.  

 

First teaching experience in a kids’ English center. Jenny began her English 

teaching job in the second year of university. One of Jenny’s senior high school 

friends wanted to apply for a part-time teaching job and asked Jenny to do it with her. 

Jenny had been interested in teaching, yet she was unsure about her competence and 

thought that she might not overcome her introvert personality to teach in front of 

many students. Nevertheless, this best friend’s company and encouragement made her 

feel more comfortable and then helped her take a big step to enter English teaching 

profession. The owner of a regional kids’ English center did not really set strict 

qualifications for English teachers, so Jenny and her friend successfully got the job 

there without any teaching experience. She expressed the meaning of the first English 

teaching job as,  

     At that time [I] thought kids’ English was beginning level, and I could try 

[teaching] with a friend’s company. It is also what I am interested in. Of course, 

being interested in [teaching] was still the core reason. Some of my other 

friends may think that I took the job because this person did it. [But] if she did 

something else that I was not interested in, and I would not have done it simply 

because of her. […] I always think that I am a person who just swims with the 
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current, letting the nature take its course. [I] swim with the current to the place I 

want. […] for me, it was just the first try. At that time I did not know the 

payment [of an English teacher]. But I just thought that [I] [wanted] a 

comfortable workplace to be familiar with this [profession]. Even though the 

payment was really low, I did not care about it, for what I needed was an intial 

try. (Excerpt ten: Narrative 031912) 

Through the first part-time English teaching job, Jenny knew that she liked teaching 

and interaction with students.  

However, the kids’ English center was not an ideal context for professional 

advancement from Jenny’s viewpoint. Jenny stated,  

    Basically, while the feeling of [teaching] there was good and I liked the job, that 

[I] liked the job means that [I] would hope to have a further development in this 

field. But that was a very small-scale cram school, in which I thought the 

potential for career advancement was low. What I meant is not the promotion. 

Instead, I was just a novice, and the colleagues around me were also new and 

they were not really good at teaching. […] Because the cram school owner was 

more of a master of socialization. […] she socialized with the mothers of the 

students and used this as a strategy to keep the enrollment. She kept the students 

in such a way but it was not because of good teaching effects. I liked teaching, 

and to continue teaching in the same cram school was also a way to go. But if I 

wanted to obtain a better ability or have a [better learning model], I did not think 

I would get it [from this particular cram school]. (Excerpt twelve: Narrative 

031912) 

In addition to the primary drawback about advancement potential mentioned in 

Jenny narrative, the cram school owner asked teachers to conduct a student 

achievement presentation by themselves without providing any assistance. As a 
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novice teacher, Jenny had no idea how to do it. Due to her introverted personality, she 

did not join any clubs or hold any extracurricular activities before. English teaching 

was a big step for her at that time, not to mention conducting a student achievement 

presentation. Therefore, she was under great pressure. She was too anxious to feel 

relaxed and to fall asleep for approximately a week until the activity ended. Jenny 

thought the original purpose of her first try of English teaching had been achieved; 

namely, she already had a rudimentary understanding about English teaching job and 

obtained a certain degree of confidence in teaching in the kids’ English center, and 

therefore she resigned and ended her first six months of English teaching.  

 

Later English teaching in different informal educational contexts. After the 

first English experience, Jenny’s later informal teaching experience had two shifts in 

three phases. When Jenny was going to become a senior in university, she began to 

think about the job after graduation. She liked teaching, and teaching job was also a 

good choice when taking both Jenny’s interest and reasonable financial rewards into 

consideration. Therefore, she intended to prepare herself for a full-time job after 

graduation by starting part-time teaching and becoming familiarized with English 

teaching again at that time. Jenny chose to work in a larger-scale chain institute of 

kids’ English, as she said,  

     I could not move into a cram school for a full-time job right after graduation 

from university. I was not brave enough to do so. Yeah, so I thought I needed to 

start from a part-time teaching job, it was like the situation [of my first teaching] 

in which I started from a lower threshold. I thought I needed to try something 

not so exciting. [Starting teaching job] from zero was a too big step for me. I 

felt I could try another part-time teaching job as a preparation, which I know I 

needed. Then I considered the previous kids’ English center that I worked for 
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was not a chain institute which I wanted to try [to teach in]. […] I also felt that 

my ability was only enough to teach kids’ English. Ya, so, but I wanted to try 

[teaching] in a chain institute to have a clearer guidance for learning how to 

teach. Those chain institutes had at least a systematic operation which [I] could 

observe. (Excerpt thirteen: Narrative 031912) 

     Before long, Jenny received part-time teaching jobs at two different chain 

institutes of kids’ English after posting an online resume. Unlike the first teaching job 

in which her teacher-student interaction was casual just like an elder sister playing 

with little children, she was now expected to act like a teacher in a respectable manner 

due to the formal atmosphere of the teacher’s offices and other colleagues’ serious 

working attitudes; she also needed to communicate with parents about student’s 

learning in the chain institutes. However, Jenny’s profound awareness of her teacher 

role came from students’ reactions as she described,  

     During the year when I stayed in [the chain institutes of] kids’ English, I 

developed an obvious consciousness of being a teacher because some of my 

students had more intimate relationship with [me], and they were more adorable 

[for me]. Sometimes when [I] praised them, I would see their glorious smiles. 

Suddenly I found that probably because [I] had a teacher role to play or because 

[students] liked you as a teacher; therefore when they heard your praises, they 

would have shiny feelings. (Excerpt fourteen: Interview 052912) 

     As Jenny was about to graduate, she considered seriously about her future 

career when she was a senior. Jenny once considered studying in a TESOL graduate 

program which was practical for future jobs, yet she found she was not interested in 

the relevant theories at all. Furthermore, she spent one more year than the normal 

duration to finish university studies, so she was under a certain degree of pressure and 

felt that she should catch up with her peers to have a job right after graduation. Finally 
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Jenny chose to continue teaching right after graduation, yet she considered making a 

shift of teaching contexts. In fact, she was required to teach with the same materials in 

the chain institutes of kids’ English. From her own perspective, therefore, her 

professional development would be confined to teaching with the same materials if 

she continued to stay there. On the other hand, she felt more confident over her 

current English teaching competence and wanted a higher-level professional 

development. She narrated, 

Actually I was a bit explorative as I applied for jobs after graduation, that is, I 

attempted to try different kids’ English or junior high English cram schools. 

[But] I did not want to [stay in] the same chain institutes of kids’ English. I did 

not want [the type of cram school] where native-speaking English teachers 

conducted the main teaching, because I did not want to play a subordinate role 

for English-speaking teachers, in which all I needed to do was interpretation 

[between native-speaker teachers and the students]. […] I wanted English 

teaching but not to be a baby-sitter. So I just made an exploration at that time. 

[…] The types of cram schools that I had interview experiences included those 

that emphasized oral speaking. […] But I thought my English oral speaking was 

not competent enough. […] I finally chose an exam-oriented [cram school], 

because I was more familiar with exam-oriented English learning when being a 

student. Yeah, so finally I choose a junior high English cram school. (Excerpt 

fifteen: Narrative 031912) 

Among several types of informal teaching contexts, Jenny finally made a choice at her 

will. Jenny’s decision led her to a new English teaching context at a progressive pace 

which allowed her to harmonize the teaching job she expected to do and her perceived 

limitation in personality and English competence.  

     Jenny successfully obtained a full-time job being an English counseling teacher 
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at a junior high English cram school after graduation. Counseling teachers had to do 

after-class reviews for lower-achiever students in addition to whole-class instruction 

in order to improve students’ test results. During counseling, Jenny answered all the 

questions about students’ English learning, and repeatedly review the contents taught 

in class individually or with a smaller group. Jenny also made handouts and exercises 

by herself. Jenny’s teaching was based on overhearing the English teacher’s 

whole-class teaching when she was making the handouts outside the classroom. Jenny 

once said that there was no need for her to be an English major to care about detailed 

grammatical patterns taught in high schools. Overhearing other teachers’ lecture was a 

review for her past English learning in junior high school, yet she also absorbed the 

teaching skills such as the illustration of a grammatical pattern and the pithy formula 

for memorization. She referred to her re-learned knowledge and study companion 

books in preparing for teaching handouts, as she put the key points of every lesson in 

an order that was based on an old-to-new and basic-to-advanced principle. The 

preparation process was a kind of ‘paper-and-pencil teaching’ for Jenny. During 

counseling, her instruction also followed the order of handouts in putting her so-called 

paper-and-pencil teaching into practice.  

As a counseling teacher, Jenny had many chances to interact with students. 

Compared with the teacher who handled whole-class teaching, she usually took care 

of ten or more students at one time. She could also chat with and concern about 

students in addition to assisting their studies. She was close to and to have many 

opportunities to interact with the students just like friends. Jenny was considered an 

easygoing person by others, usually accepting people’s ideas but seldom voicing out 

opinions to avoid conflicts. However, she found that she disliked some of the cram 

school’s value system. For instance, the operation of the cram school was 

business-orientated as Jenny stated, 
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The arrangement of classroom space in the cram school [was really 

problematic]. My first [junior high English] cram school tried to make use of 

classroom space as much as possible. […] During an afternoon of counseling 

teaching, I had to move to three different classrooms, and I felt being constantly 

interrupted and the students were easily distracted. It was not easy for them to 

concentrate, and I really did not like that [arrangement]. Why can’t I do 

counseling in the same classroom? Why do we have to move again and again? 

The cram school actually had its business consideration. [If it] rented one more 

place, there would be more expenses. Reducing the expenses, the owner will 

earn more money. […] Though I disliked what I saw, I did not voice out my 

opinion. Yeah, probably I began to have a more specific feeling about what I 

disliked at that time. (Excerpt sixteen: Narrative 031912)  

The classroom arrangement of the cram school, from Jenny’s viewpoint, was 

detrimental to both teacher’s instruction and student’s learning, although Jenny knew 

that the cram school owner would generate profits by doing so. 

After a year, Jenny decided to resign for many reasons. Firstly, it was a norm 

that employees in the cram school overworked almost everyday, which had a serious 

impact on her health. Another primary reason was similar to that of the previous shifts 

of teaching contexts that Jenny made—she thought that she learned all the English 

contents for teaching junior high school student and she would have no more learning 

if she continued teaching the same materials. Although the cram school expanded 

their teaching to senior high school English at the time, the owner did not have Jenny 

to play the role of a counseling teacher. She described this as the main reason for 

leaving the cram school: 

After working one year in the junior high English cram school […], I started to 

consider seriously whether I would shift from junior to senior high school 
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English. Because I thought, because I had learned [how to teach] junior high 

school English already in the year; I had already quickly and intensively learned 

all three-year’s contents of junior high school English. That is, […] I had 

already [learned all the English material for teaching] junior high school 

[students]. I [thought it was time to] enter senior high school teaching. (Excerpt 

seventeen: Interview 041612) 

Jenny thus applied for an editor’s position at one of the senior high school English 

textbook publishers in order to obtain clear concepts about senior high school English, 

but she failed. Afterwards, Jenny chose to be in charge of whole-class English 

teaching in another junior high English cram school, which was both another progress 

and practice for her. Though she did not learn more knowledge about junior high 

school English or English teaching there, she just gained the opportunities to carry out 

what she learned about teaching from the first cram school to whole-class teaching.  

Owing to the whole-class teaching experience, however, Jenny had little 

interaction with students. Students just came to the cram school for her lecture and 

left right after the class dismissed. Jenny only could interact with students in class, 

and she found that this kind of interaction was not she had expected. She felt she did 

not do what a teacher should do and was not like a teacher as she said,  

     In the process of doing whole-class teaching […] I gradually felt the teaching 

job was distorted. […] I felt I was not like my ideal images of a teacher. I did 

not clearly know what images a teacher should have. Since I was young, I had 

felt teachers are good, and I liked teaching. But I felt it was wrong [to teach 

without any teacher-student interaction]. Students just came to have a class at 7 

o’clock and then left around 10 p.m. We did not have any contact. Students 

were all in class, but [they were also] in the distance. We did not have any real 

connection. People who had real connection were just few. Then I just felt this 
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was not like a teacher. I thought teachers and students should have a kind of 

affective contact regardless of this [affection] would be used for what purpose. 

But if there is no affective contact, [I would] feel the teacher is a little distant. 

(Excerpt eighteen: Narrative 031912) 

Moreover, the cram school owner did an inappropriate thing to Jenny, that is, to fake 

Jenny’s academic background on the direct mail advertising without obtaining her 

permission in advance. Jenny actually graduated from the English department of a 

university, but the cram school owner faked it to say that she was a TESOL graduate 

in a national normal university to convince parents that Jenny, though a novice teacher, 

was qualified. Jenny felt it was inappropriate and disrespectful to her. She stated,  

     Actually I do not like lying. […] [That the cram school owner] had me fake my 

academic background was too absurd for me. I had to communicate with 

parents. If the parents mention the topic [about my academic background], how 

should I reply? How could I reply without lying? […] Did [the cram school 

owner] force me to lie [to the parents,] didn’t he? I really thought I couldn’t 

make up such a lie. (Excerpt nineteen: Narrative 031912)   

On the other hand, the cram school owner’s standpoint toward education was 

too extreme for Jenny to accept. Jenny remarked,  

When we had meetings, [the cram school owner] told us that [students] that we 

saw were all money, the walking dollars. Everyday how many “walking 

dollars” were passing by us? […] Why did they go into [the cram school] next 

door? Why didn’t they come into [ours]? [Hearing, this kind of remark], I 

would feel very uncomfortable. I had not thought about educational values 

before actually. What I did was simply teaching. Actually, educational values 

was not [really essential] for me to care about. [What I did] was simply 

teaching. […] But after [teaching] there, I felt very uncomfortable, and that 
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uncomfortable feeling which too intense to ignore. (Excerpt twenty: Narrative 

031912) 

The cram school owner metaphorized students as ‘walking dollars,’ and he thought of 

grades as everything, asking his staff to make every effort possible to attract and keep 

the students. The owner even said that he had thrown the students who did not study 

into the wall to create adversity for them and make them study harder. Jenny thought 

the cram school owner’s thought was too absurd to accept:  

Of course I still want [students] to study harder. But if [beating education] is the 

only way to make them study harder, [I would rather require] them to be 

morally right. Studying is not everything. [The cram school owner’s violent 

behavior] was very outrageous. For me, [his value] is too dark. (Excerpt twenty 

one: Narrative 031912)  

Jenny thought students still need to be respected even if they are just teenagers, so the 

owner’s standpoint resulted in her antipathy. With this conceptual conflict with the 

cram school owner, Jenny began to think about what exactly the educational value 

was, what teaching is, and who a teacher is.  

Owing to those unpleasant events faced in the second junior high English cram 

school, Jenny considered going back to graduate school for pursuing further studies 

that she had aspired to attend since university. Jenny thus made use of the faked 

academic background as an excuse to ask the cram school owner to terminate her 

employment contract, and then left for postgraduate studies.  

     Informal educational contexts in Jenny’s story made a major contribution to her 

English teaching skill acquirement by providing sufficient opportunities of classroom 

practice. It is also obvious to see that the flexibility of the informal education contexts 

allowed her to decide what contexts to stay in order to satisfy her expected teacher 

learning. The conceptual conflict between Jenny and the cram school owner, though 
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as a negative experience, helped her to become aware of her own educational value in 

teaching and being a teacher, and to realize that the values promoted in informal 

educational contexts were not ideal.  

 

Jenny’s Teacher Training and Teaching Experience in Formal Educational 

Contexts 

     This section includes Jenny’s teacher education program and internship 

experience at the postgraduate stage. At this stage, Jenny focused more on the 

contemplation and understanding of the values for teaching and teachers, namely, 

educational philosophy, and also made a serious reflection on her teaching and 

professional development in cram schools. 

 

Learning in teacher education program and internship at the postgraduate 

stage. Jenny successfully obtained the admission to study in the linguistic graduate 

program in a prestigious national university. In addition to satisfying Jenny’s wish to 

experience graduate school life as her peers, she turned to graduate school because 

she thought formal schools may be more ideal in terms of educational value compared 

with cram schools. Studying in a graduate school, she also accidentally found that she 

could apply for teacher education program, which she had not met the threshold of 

academic achievement to apply for her undergraduate years. Jenny was very glad to 

have the opportunity with the expectation to think from a different perspective in 

solving the problems encountered in the cram school and to move beyond teaching 

behaviors in order to explore the true values of education. She narrated, 

     [I did] not back to school intentionally [for] entering the teacher education 

program. I did not plan to enter the [formal] school system to pursue a master 

degree. But indeed, when I found that graduate students could apply for the 
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teacher education program, I was glad to do so. Because after one year of 

teaching in the second junior high English cram school, actually I also wanted 

to [know] what on earth is teaching? [I did] not mean [what] teaching English 

language [is], but what being a teacher or what education [is]. I would also like 

to develop [deep] thinking in the courses of teacher education program. 

(Excerpt twenty two: Narrative 031912) 

Jenny also hoped to have an internship at a senior high school which she had 

aspired to try teaching in after her teaching experience in kids’ English centers and 

junior high English cram schools. Senior high school English material was diverse for 

her to learn and teach as she remarked, “senior high school English is like an ocean, 

which is so extensive that I do not need to worry that I will teach with the same 

materials” (Interview 041612). She could prepare different materials for senior 

students at different proficiency levels, through the preparation process, she could 

also advance her English and teaching abilities. 

Nevertheless, most of the courses at the teacher education program were not as 

beneficial as Jenny had expected. Firstly, very few of the teacher educators actually 

carried out what they expected student teacher to do in their own classes. She 

expressed her viewpoint toward many of the teacher educators’ instruction based on 

her experience: 

I felt it [noticeable] that theoretically the courses of teacher education program 

aimed to teach us how to motivate students and how to have a good teaching 

instruction, but I thought teacher [educators] themselves [somehow] did not put 

the good instruction they promoted into practice, [such as] to enhance student 

motivation, to manage a classroom, to arrange the teaching materials and 

present in class well, or to show a teacher’s characteristics. […] Though they 

were serious about teaching, it does not mean they could actually achieve what 
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they emphasized [about teaching to pre-service teachers] in class. (Excerpt 

twenty three: Interview 040312) 

Her teacher educators just underlined the key concepts from the ready, prepared a 

PowerPoint presentation, and just repeat the contents on the slides in class, which 

Jenny thought students in a prestigious university could do by themselves. Teacher 

educators, instead, are supposed to do more than those from Jenny’s viewpoint. For 

instance, they can lead the discussion on the current issues related to educational 

theories or convey educational values to student teachers beyond literal thinking.  

Compared with the teacher educators in the teacher education program, Jenny’s 

advisor, one of the professors in linguistic graduate program, is a good model for 

practical classroom instruction in Jenny’s mind. The teaching of Jenny’s advisor met 

her expectation toward a good teacher although the advisor had not received any 

teacher education. For instance, the professor would pass on linguistics knowledge to 

students with interesting illustrations or humorous examples, and thus the objective of 

teaching was achieved and the class atmosphere was relaxing and enjoyable. As a 

result, Jenny’s advisor always attracts a great number of students to take her classes.  

On the other hand, a few courses were more helpful in Jenny’s thinking on 

educational values though student teachers were not given the opportunity to put the 

knowledge they learned into practices as shown previously. She described,  

The course, [“Alternative Education”], discussed education from the 

perspective out of mainstream education system. We were given extracts of 

educational articles to help us [understand] the educational [philosophies] of 

different authors. [For example], [some authors] may not think of mainstream 

education system as ideal. The course would be involved in some discussions 

about the essence of education. Actually, we read more [than discussion]. […] I 

thought it was the first time for me to truly feel that the courses in teacher 
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education program could facilitate our thoughts on education. (Excerpt twenty 

four: Interview 040312) 

Jenny also linked the concept of alternative education to her own learning experience 

as a student and her expectation to her teaching. 

The only one course that made me think about the educational values is 

Alternative Education that I mentioned before. […] It is hard to find the 

common features among these so-called alternatives. In general, it is not the 

[mainstream] school system that we are studying in. Many of them put much 

emphasis on students’ exploration of their natural and inborn talents and 

developing their own future. […] [we also] see another side of [alternative 

education] that some educational philosophies do not take exams, rank students 

based on their academic achievement, or take intellectual education as high 

priority. […] Moreover, I was not a student who grew at the expected pace [in 

the mainstream school education]. Therefore, I would like to deliberately 

emphasize the idea that “Everyone has their own pace for advancement.” [I] 

prefer that educational values are not unitary but allow more possibilities which 

can be freely developed. When [students decide to choose different paths], they 

should not receive the pressure from [mainstream,] unitary [educational value]. 

It is not so much educational value as my ideal philosophy of life. [I] expect I 

can own it, but I do not think I could be firm enough under the pressure of the 

outside [mainstream] world, not to transfer the pressure to students and not to 

deprive them of the multiple possibilities of their development. (Excerpt twenty 

five: Follow up 101512) 

In the excerpt, that Jenny said she was not a student grow at the expected pace in the 

mainstream school education is because her performance was only average in the 

overall educational experience. It seems that Jenny’s perspective toward teaching and 
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teachers, though faced with conflicts in the cram school she worked in, received some 

supports from the educational philosophy of alternative education, making her feel at 

ease and firmer in her own educational values, as she marked,  

As I mentioned about alternative education, it indeed gave [me] some 

alternative possibility in [education]. [I] thought the [philosophy] is what I 

myself like, somehow I like it. Simply when I saw people discussed it, tried it, 

and realized other people did such thing as well, did it boldly and decisively, 

and already made some [educational] progress, I felt much at ease. (Excerpt 

twenty six: Follow up 110412) 

Nevertheless, Jenny thought theories were still theories; they stay at the knowledge 

level. Student teachers did not have many opportunities to be involved in classroom 

practices and to concretize and familiarize what they learn about teaching at the same 

time so that those theories actually went into Jenny’s one ear and come out from the 

other. Jenny thought only when she had the opportunity to engage in teaching 

practices and experiences trials and errors would she improve her skill as a good 

teacher. Due to the time limit for all the courses including special education, 

globalization and education, the law and regulation of education as well as alternative 

education, Jenny could only learn the key concepts, developed thought from different 

perspectives, and obtain access to resources and assistance for future teaching.  

    In teacher education program, Jenny continued to advance her teaching skills 

through classroom observations of experienced teachers. In one of her teacher 

education courses, students were required to do one observation in junior and senior 

high schools respectively and choose one class to do a demonstration. Jenny actually 

tried to observe as many English teachers as possible in both of the junior and senior 

formal schools. Through classroom observation of experienced teachers, Jenny 

expected to know different teaching styles of the same material, to develop a clearer 
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idea about what a good teacher is, and to identify the common features effective 

teachers share regardless of which school subject matters they teach. The teaching 

style Jenny appreciated most was “cram-school-oriented style”, in which a teacher 

makes clear and systematic illustration of key points, makes the blackboard writing 

neat and easy to read, and creates relaxing class atmosphere.  

Furthermore, based on her classroom observation experience of school teachers, 

Jenny found that many of the teachers greatly emphasized the teaching of vocabulary 

words and grammatical patterns in textbooks, whether their instruction was systematic 

or not. Since teachers have to meet the required schedule before sectional exams using 

only a few lessons. Meeting students’ practical need, i.e., exams, as the primary 

teaching objective is essential for teachers. Only if time permits, Jenny believes can 

teachers bring in additional information relevant to the topics. This kind of instruction, 

however, was very different from the ideal promoted in the educational reform, or the 

communication-base English teaching approach emphasized in her teacher education. 

Currently, the ideal English teaching in TESOL is student-centered and 

communication-oriented. However, in Jenny’s experience, most of the teachers both 

in formal schools and cram schools did the latter. Few teachers actually engaged 

students in many activities for developing oral speaking skills, watching the class 

become totally out of control and students not learning as much as expected in a mess. 

Moreover, as a language learner, Jenny had received similar instructions, namely, 

teacher-centered and exam-oriented teaching. Jenny hence obtained no good models 

or demonstration of communication-based teaching in her overall educational 

experience.  

     During the later internship experience in a senior high school, when Jenny’s 

teacher advisor asked her to try communication-based teaching for the evaluation 

conducted by her advisor form the teacher education program as well as for future 
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teacher qualification exam, she was very frustrated as she said,      

I have had no class observation experience in which the design of teachers’ 

instruction was mainly activity-based. I really did not know what to do. 

Because I had no idea, my mind simply went blank. (Excerpt twenty seven: 

Interview 040312) 

Jenny could not comprehend what the teacher advisor had expected though she 

already racked her brain to develop the lesson plan. She lost all the confidence and 

had no idea how to teach after many modifications. Jenny said she did not do any 

teaching in the demonstration but just finished the meaningless “teaching playact” and 

felt very frustrated. This terrible experience brought about a great deal of frustration 

to Jenny.  

Internship, though being an in authentic school community for pre-service 

teachers to receive practical training, was not actually beneficial to Jenny. She 

marked,  

The internship offered me an opportunity to develop a clear understanding of 

the ecology of a [formal] school from a perspective of a [passive observer]. [I 

could] also know how others deal with teaching and administrative affairs, and 

it could be helpful for myself [doing the same job]. (Excerpt twenty eight: 

Follow up 061912) 

What Jenny learned most from the internship experience is to observe an actual 

school system and its operation from a teacher’s perspective, which she was not aware 

of as a high school student.  

Through the overall experience in the teacher education program and internship, 

Jenny gradually realized that education is one of the professional fields and that she 

was not able to become fully acquainted with it only through the teacher education 

program, in which profound and extensive knowledge in education field can hardly be 
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embraced. Regarding the profession of an English teacher, Jenny further elaborated,  

I once told my classmate that I thought “English” is a modifier in the term 

“English teacher,” while “teacher” is the key in this phrase. English language is 

an access to [being a teacher]. You still have to [take the responsibility of] a 

teacher. The focus should be teacher but not the English language. It is right to 

say that [English teachers’] English ability needs to be good, but it is also right 

that [their] English ability do not need to be extremely good. People who have 

better English ability can be a translator or an interpreter. […] I think that 

English ability needs to be good enough for teaching, while basically it is still 

an instrumental [requirement]. When [a teacher] meets this threshold, the 

emphasis should be on being a teacher. In terms of taking teacher education 

program to be an English, I feel diffident because [I] am not professional 

enough in the field of education. Education is actually a specialty, a college 

department, and even a kind of research field. (Excerpt twenty nine: Interview 

041612)  

The main responsibility of a teacher in Jenny’s mind is to help cultivation of students’ 

moral values, to give students affective supports, to be a kind of resource that students 

can tap into in dealing with their problems in life. Therefore, it was impossible for 

Jenny to be professional enough in teaching even if she had finished the teacher 

education program and passed the teacher certificate exam.  

     From Jenny’s professional development experience in the formal educational 

contexts, it is suggested that teacher education program was not really beneficial for 

Jenny’s advancement in teaching skills without providing sufficient opportunities to 

transfer theories to actual practice. In addition, it was hard for Jenny to take 

communicative language teaching as a practically effective teaching method based on 

her statement, since it was not common in classroom practice. However, the 
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philosophy of alternative education introduced in teacher education program 

positively supported her educational value, which the informal educational contexts 

could not satisfy her.   

 

English remedial and elite teaching programs in a junior high school. 

During the time in graduate school, Jenny also had two part-time teaching jobs in a 

junior high school: one is for an English remedial program and the other is for an 

English elite program. English remedial program was provided for the third-grade 

students who needed more help in their English studies. The teaching mainly focused 

on school-based tests. Through Jenny’s instruction and rote practices, students could 

familiarize themselves with the contents without too many challenges and performed 

well in Jenny’s quizzes. But Jenny found that the short-term remedial program could 

not be really helpful in improving those students’ academic performance. Since school 

exams were not designed only for these low-achievers, the students would still 

produce terrible results without constant scaffolding. The English elite program, on 

the other hand, was for the first-grade students who could handle English learning in 

school curriculum without difficulty and needed more advanced-level learning. Jenny 

once tried to bring oral speaking into her teaching in the English elite program but in 

vain. She contributed that situation to the students’ shared learning habit in the Taiwan 

educational environment: They are too passive and they have few opportunities to get 

used to speaking in English in class.  

When Jenny asked students to have a dialogue with classmates to gain their 

personal information in the first class, they seemed under great pressure and 

repeatedly asked Jenny how to start the dialogue and what to say to gain other 

classmates’ names, ages, and habits. The questions such as “what’s your name” and 

“how old are you” were actually included in the first-grade junior high English; 
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therefore, Jenny thought the problem might be that the students did not develop the 

habit to speak in English and felt unease or reluctant to do so. Jenny then gave up free 

talk practice and went back to rote learning to lessen students’ anxiety. She described 

students’ practice in oral speaking with a simile of playing the ping-pong: 

[It was] just a mechanical, just a very mechanical oral practice. “What do you 

like?” “I like dogs.” a kind of dull, mechanical practice. [I expected] more daily 

life [conversation]. […] if [I] extend the questions to daily life level, they may, 

for example, [I said] “so what do you usually do on weekends?” Then [they 

would ask others] how to translate “buxiban” (cram school in Mandarin) into 

English. “Oh, cram school”, [and then they answered me,] “cram school”. What 

kind of conversation on earth was this? It was not [like] ping-pong bouncing 

back and forth. Instead, you [threw] a ball and it touched the paddle, and then 

“pop”, the ball dropped. It had a “pop” sound, but it would not bounce back. 

(Excerpt thirty: Follow up 061912) 

Jenny connected this phenomenon to her self-reflection and perspective on learning 

English oral speaking. She had never done free talk practice in English class as a 

student; after she became a teacher, she did not have any good demonstration about 

oral speaking teaching, either. In addition, she had no practical needs to speak English 

outside classroom. From Jenny’s personal perspective, therefore, the failure of 

conducting oral speaking practice is not mainly attributed to student’s insufficient 

English proficiency but to the essential purpose of conversation. Jenny thought 

conversation should have communicational purposes but not just for the oral practice 

of a language. Some students only take English as one of the school subject matters 

but have no practical needs of English oral speaking outside classroom just like Jenny, 

so it would be very weird and meaningless for them to create an English-speaking 

environment in class. 
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Through the two teaching programs, Jenny pointed out some problems in her 

teaching, which also reflected the broader educational system. It is also clear that 

Jenny would turn to her own learning experience and go back her student role in 

explaining the situations she was faced with in teaching. As she said, it was hard to 

teach students English speaking without actual communicational purposes, and the 

needs of many students in English learning, including herself as a student, were only 

for passing written tests. Her statement thus suggests that the necessity of teaching 

oral speaking was not apparent.  

 

Summary of Jenny’s Case     

     Jenny has held a particular affection and interest toward teachers since 

elementary school, yet her teaching began unexpectedly and contingently. 

Interestingly, Jenny’s teaching process coincided with the stages of formal education. 

She greatly counted on self learning experience to reflect on her teaching and the 

issues in the teaching context. She considered continuous empirical accumulation as 

essential for becoming a good teacher, especially for Jenny who was an introverted 

person and thus needed frequent practices to master teaching and to solidify her 

confidence. Jenny’s perspective to teaching and teachers is that teachers have the 

same duty regardless of which school subjects they teach; they are expected to help 

foster the students’ sound values and outlook on the world and life. The values 

teachers convey are usually the references for young students to tell right from wrong 

just as the impact of family education from parents on the children. Moreover, Jenny 

also hoped to give students emotional supports and concerns in order to lead them to 

be considerate in personal relationship.  

     Two different educational contexts, formal and informal, make their unique 

contributions to Jenny’s teacher professional development. Teachers and their 
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behaviors in formal schooling helped to conceptualize Jenny’s image of a good 

teacher and develop her preconceptions of teaching. Later her values in teaching and 

being a teacher received support from alternative educational philosophies in teacher 

education program. However, formal educational contexts lacked flexibility for Jenny 

to develop her expected teacher learning by herself, while she in informal ones could 

freely make teaching context shifts. Informal cram school contexts, moreover, offered 

Jenny sufficient opportunities to obtain teaching skills with actual classroom practice.  

She also became conscious of her educational values as experiencing the conceptual 

conflict with the cram school owner. Therefore, it is clear to see that both positive and 

negative experiences in the two different educational contexts brought their 

significance in Jenny’s cross-contextual professional development.  
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CHAPTER 5  

Discussion 

 

Addressing Research Question One 

Question 1: How does the teacher participant develop her professional identity from 

her English learning and teaching experiences in both formal and informal 

professional development contexts?  

 

The dual concept of identification and negotiability in Wenger’s community of 

practice for learning (1998), is going to be employed for the discussion of teacher 

identity formation in the study, as identification refers to a development process in 

which “one takes in the world and make it part of our self” in a social configuration (p. 

295), while negotiability refers to one’s “ability, facility, and legitimacy to [control 

one’s own] meaning” (p. 197) and make the meaning applicable in a community. The 

discussion will be divided into two parts. The first part is about the process how the 

informant identified herself with teaching and teachers during her schooling years. 

The other part focuses on how she did so in formal and informal CoPs.  

 

Identifying herself with teaching and teachers during schooling years. 

According to Johnson’s description of pre-service language teachers’ professional 

development (1994), prior experience in formal language classrooms had significant 

impacts on their images of themselves as teachers. Many other researchers have put 

emphasis on the relation between prior schooling experience and language teacher 

development as well (Calderhead, 1991; Nettle, 1998; Russell, 2008; Reid, 2011; 

Rogers, 2011), which also verifies the significance of teachers’ pre-teaching 
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experiences on their professional development. The current study also highlights the 

critical role of prior formal schooling experience in the development of teacher 

professional identity. For the informant, Jenny, the model to use in identifying herself 

with teaching and teachers is not limited to the English teachers in her early schooling 

experience, just as the study of Trent and Gao (2009). In fact, Jenny’s interest in 

English language is basically related to her smooth learning and reading hobby, 

having little to do with the impact from her English teachers. English learning at the 

stage of formal schooling seems to have no obvious relation to her teacher 

professional identity, but she was greatly influenced by other teachers. In fact, the 

teachers that Jenny greatly adored although did not teach her English, most of them 

were her homeroom teachers, who usually spent much time with the students. What 

those teachers impressed Jenny had little to do with their delivery of instruction or the 

discipline knowledge. Instead, delightful teacher-student interactions and experiences 

left profound impression on Jenny, including holding birthday parties for students and 

making encouraging comments on student weekly journal. Jenny liked these 

interactions, and thus thought it would be great to do the same job as those teachers. 

According to Jenny, there was a common feature that those teachers shared—they 

genuinely concerned about the students, though they did so in their individual ways.  

Moreover, the professional development of the English teacher informant, 

Jenny, is in line with the concept of teacher development advocated in Johnston’s 

Values in English Language Teaching (2003). According to Johnston, teacher 

development is “a set of processes revolving around professional and personal growth 

that teachers themselves undertake and that is guided by the teachers concerned” (pp. 

120-121). In other words, teacher development is mainly controlled by teachers 

themselves though it can still be guided and facilitated by others. The informant’s 

story in the study reveals that the morality she perceived and established in formal 
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schooling played a crucial role in facilitating her following professional teacher 

identity. The term morality refers to “the interplay between one’s personal, innate 

beliefs about what is right and wrong, good and bad and the social situations in which 

those beliefs play out” (Johnston, 2003, p.10), which is actually similar to the 

definition of values in the research of education (Stephenson, Ling, Burman, & 

Cooper, 1998; Veugelers & Vedder, 2003). With Dewey’s elaboration about morality 

in education (1909), Jenny’s identification with teaching and teachers from formal 

schooling could be regarded as “the morality of teaching”—the way in which 

teachers’ behaviors in classroom conveys inherent moral significance in itself and 

Jenny’s image of a good teacher were established based on her perception toward 

teachers’ behavior, rather than “the teaching of morality”—teachers’ explicit moral 

instruction (Johnston, 2003, p.15). That is, Jenny captured the meaning of teaching 

not from teachers’ explicit lecture but from teachers’ actual behaviors. Shown in the 

study, the morality in formal schooling that she perceived built the image of a good 

teacher in her mind. Her development afterwards actually echoes this built image.  

The concept of Lortie’s apprenticeship of observation (1975), furthermore, also 

serves as a preliminary framework to illustrate Jenny’s understanding toward teaching 

and teachers from the observations of her teachers. For instance, from observing her 

teachers in her schooling years, Jenny built the image of a good teacher—one who 

actively concerns about students, which she expected herself to project in her later 

teaching, as the following statement illustrates:  

There are ways in which being a student is like serving an apprenticeship in 

teaching; students have protracted face-to-face and consequential interactions 

with established teachers. […] The interaction, moreover, is not passive 

observation—it is usually a relationship which was consequences for the 

student and thus is invested with affect (p. 61).  
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Lortie also pointed out two main restrictions about apprenticeship of observation. One 

is that students see teachers “from a specific vantage point,” that is, students only 

observe teachers on the platform without knowing their “private intentions on 

classroom events” (p. 62). The other is that the learning relies primarily on 

imagination and is thus likely to lack realistic acquisition of technical knowledge. 

Owing to the restrictions, apprenticeship of observation has been employed primarily 

to interpret the lack of changes in teaching or detrimental teaching/teacher learning 

due to the replication of the poor instruction from the former teachers (Grossman, 

1991; Johnson, 1994; Parker & Hess; 2001; Peacock, 2001; Darling-Hammond, 2006; 

Mewborn & Tyminski, 2006; Farrell, 2007; Russell, 2008). However, Mewborn and 

Tyminski (2006) in their study pointed out the positive side of the apprenticeship of 

observation with examples to illustrate that positive experience in schooling can be 

beneficial to shape good teaching practice. Although Jenny’s understanding about 

teaching and teachers as a learner was somehow general and mixed with personal 

affection toward her teachers, her following trajectory supports the viewpoint 

provided by Mewborn and Tyminski. Later, when she was engaged in teaching 

practice, she became aware of the fact that she already developed her preconceptions 

of teaching and teachers during the schooling years. 

 

Identifying herself as an English teacher in formal and informal CoPs. In 

this section, the discussion will be extended to the informant’s interaction with others 

and to her constant self-reflection within both formal and informal teacher 

professional development contexts. In addition, how she perceived herself as an 

English teacher will also be included in the discussion.  

     Formal and informal professional development contexts in fact play different 

roles in Jenny’s experience. Jenny initiated English teaching in the informal context 
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and then shifted to formal one. During the informal process, she mainly learned about 

teaching materials and practical skills. The most critical experience is a conflicting 

viewpoint toward education of a cram school owner, which led her to be aware of the 

essence of education. On the other hand, Jenny’s identification with the formal teacher 

education was reinforced through the learning of compatible educational philosophy. 

     The standpoints of teaching and learning in informal teaching contexts basically 

serve as the opposite point of view or clashes evoked Jenny’s preconceptions of 

teacher established as a school learner. Afterward, Jenny further manifested the 

preconceptions to make it the core in her pursuit of teacher development. In the 

informal context, she obtained mainly a general understanding of the teaching 

materials, the expected teaching styles, and the required English language knowledge 

for teaching. At this time, she was engaged in English teaching without any reflection 

on the morality issue in her own teaching; that is, what kind of teacher she would like 

to be or what the meaning of teaching is. Instead, she usually submitted to the 

conventional practice and the demands of supervisors in order to maintain the 

harmony in workplaces. Even though she thought the environment and resources 

provided by such contexts with more of commercial than educational orientations 

were unsatisfying for both teacher instruction and student learning, she deliberately 

concealed her real opinions. It was not until that she underwent a series of negative 

incidents in the second junior high English cram school, such as insufficient 

teacher-student interaction due to whole-class teaching, faking teacher academic 

backgrounds, and the cram school owner’s extreme views toward teaching and 

learning, did she become aware that her own preconceptions toward teaching and 

teachers contradicted the views of the cram school owner. Jenny’s negative feeling is 

related to the discrepancy between her claimed identity formed based on morality 

during her prior formal schooling and the assigned identity that the cram school 
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expected teachers to be. The terms “claim identity” and “assigned identity” were 

introduced by Johnston (2003, p. 108). Claimed identity refers to teachers’ own 

personal, internal views of who they are or want to be as an English teacher, while 

assigned identity is about the views of others around the teachers, which are encoded 

in the macro scoiocultural structure of the teaching context. Jenny was unwilling to be 

identified as a teacher who only cared about students’ academic performance and 

pushed them to study hard by all means, or as a teacher who approved the act of 

swindling on her academic background and became an accomplice to deceive students 

and parents. Referred from Jenny’s statement in the interview, she hoped to be a 

teacher who had affective interaction with students, treated them with respect, 

accompanied students to grow without too much interference, and conveyed sound 

morality with her conducts to them. Many of the characteristics that Jenny mentioned 

coincidentally echoed her perception toward her teachers during schooling. The 

discrepancy between Jenny’s claimed identity and assigned identity given in the cram 

school culture was too large to be reconciled and finally led Jenny to leave the cram 

school for advanced education in a graduate program, in which she accidentally 

obtained the opportunity to continue her teacher development in the formal 

educational system. Certainly, informal cram school contexts brought Jenny benefits 

in her development as a teacher as well. For example, she learned English teaching 

skills and obtained the opportunity to put them into practice. In addition, she could 

flexibly decide the context for pursuing expected teacher advancement. Informal cram 

school contexts also served as a negative experience to make Jenny aware of her own 

morality in teaching and being a teacher.  

     In teacher education program of the formal educational system, on the other 

hand, Jenny’s teacher identity received support with compatible educational 

philosophy, which made Jenny feel more at ease with her own identity. Jenny in 
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teacher education program became conscious of the meaning of education and 

expected to think outside the box of cram schools. It is indicated that realizing her 

own claimed identity as an English teacher, Jenny was trying to seek for alternative 

viewpoints toward education that were compatible with hers. In other words, she 

attempted to extend her own negotiability on the meaning about teaching and teachers 

through a contextual shift. Johnston’s concept of teacher development (2003) is 

therefore affirmed with Jenny’s case that the concerns of teachers but not external 

factors guide their own professional and personal growth. Though the knowledge that 

teacher education program provided was basically theoretical and lacked the 

connection to classroom practice from Jenny’s perspective, some of the courses in the 

program were still beneficial. Among those courses, the philosophy of alternative 

education was more assistant to guiding her reflection on morality in teaching and 

being teachers. As Jenny explained in the interview, different from mainstream school 

education, in which intellect development and academic success is higher priority, 

students of alternative education are encouraged to explore their own innate qualities 

and develop themselves with those qualities, and teachers are facilitators and hold 

liberal attitude to diverse development of students. Jenny linked the concept of 

alternative education to her own learning as a student, and stated that she was not a 

student who grew at the expected pace though she learned in the mainstream school 

education; for example, she had only average academic success and completed 

university education with one more year than the normal duration. As a teacher, Jenny 

expected that she would not confine the potential and the pace of student learning 

with preconceived expectation of mainstream education, but could allow diverse 

possibilities of student development. Learning the educational philosophy of 

alternative education in teacher education program, Jenny did a self-reflection on her 

own learning prior to being a teacher and her teaching experience in informal contexts. 
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Moreover, through reflection, the process of how the beginning and subsequent 

development about her identified morality of teaching and teachers became more 

transparent for her than before.   

In a sense, the formation of Jenny’s identity as a teacher can be regarded as a 

spiral development from the perspective of experiential learning (Kolb, 1984). 

According to Eekelen, Vermunt, and Boshuizen (2005), in experiential learning, “the 

end of a learning process is the beginning of a new learning process” (p. 449). This 

concept of learning, emphasizing learner’s active role, “aims at improvement of the 

ongoing process of professional development” (p. 450). Jenny’s teacher development 

process, similarly, was composed of the progressive growth interwoven with previous 

impacts. Her identification with teaching and teachers was initiated during formal 

schooling. Through the clash from the opposite educational view of the cram school 

owner during informal-context teaching, she became aware of her already existing 

morality toward teaching and teachers. And in formal teacher education program, 

Jenny focused more on the morality of teaching and teachers than practical teaching 

skills of English language. This is because of the consciousness aroused by the clash 

in her cram-school teaching experience, and her choice to follow traditional teaching 

style. For the former, she felt more at ease with the issue of morality of teaching, 

which was reinforced and accepted with in the perspectives of alternative education. 

For the latter, it seems more practical and beneficial to students when traditional 

teaching style was achieved. Each stage of Jenny’s teacher development, both 

formally and informally, has it own distinctive role in the process. Nevertheless, the 

impacts from formal educational system, including prior formal schooling and later 

teacher education program, are profound and positively supportive in terms of the 

English teacher’s morality cultivation and professional identity formation as shown in 

Jenny’s developmental trajectory of the study. This suggests that English teacher 
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enjoys greater ownership of meaning in the formal educational system where diverse 

educational philosophies are tolerant, while having more concrete experiences in 

developing teaching skills in the informal context.  

 

Addressing Research Question Two 

Question 2: What kinds of tension exist in the formal and informal English 

educational systems of Taiwan in terms of teacher learning and development based on 

the teacher participant’s cross-contextual professional development experience?  

 

In the previous chapter, Jenny’s cross-contextual trajectory as a teacher has 

been presented. With the comparison between formal and informal professional 

development experiences in Jenny’s story, the features of teacher learning in the 

formal English educational system of Taiwan came into focus. Since the purpose of 

the study is to understand the macro educational system in Taiwan from an English 

teacher’s emic perspective on her professional development and the relationship and 

interconnections among the teacher, the practice and the macro educational system, 

the theoretical framework of community of practices and relevant concepts (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) were adopted as the analytical framework. The 

discussion in this section, therefore, will be based on the four pairs of dualities in 

Wenger’s framework of design for learning in community of practice (1998). The 

term duality refers to “a single conceptual unit that is formed by two inseparable and 

mutually constructive elements whose inherent tension and complementarity give the 

concept richness and dynamism” (p.66). The four dualities are 

participation/reification, the designed/the emergent, the local/the global, and 

identification/negotiablitiy, and their dynamic characteristic of complementarity and 

tension could be utilized to characterize the observed tensions of teacher development 
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within TESOL community of Taiwan as revealed by Jenny’s experience. 

 

Participation and reification. Wenger (1998) defined participation as “the 

social experience of living in the world in terms of membership in social communities 

and active involvement in social enterprise” (p. 55), and reification as “the process of 

giving form to our experience by producing objects that congeal this experience into 

thingness” (p. 58). The concept of participation is employed in the study to discuss to 

what extent TESOL community facilitates English teachers in creating their meaning 

about teaching and teacher learning when they are engaged in the community, and 

reification in the study is applied to the investigation to what extent TESOL 

community provides existing physical forms and material objects for teachers to 

share.  

Teacher development in the formal educational system, based on Jenny’s 

experience, is a bounded participation system with a simplistic classification prevalent 

in English educational community yet it seems unsatisfying for Jenny’s needs of 

professional learning. Formal educational system commonly divides teachers into two 

sub-groups, pre-service and in-service teachers, dependent on whether or not the 

teacher has any formal teaching experience and obtains teacher certificate (Ministry 

of Education, Taiwan, 2012). Generally speaking, formal English teachers are 

assumed to belong to either group for distinctive professional development, firstly 

pre-service and latter moving to in-service one. According to Hong, Horng, Lin, and 

Chan (2008), in the early professional development of pre-service teachers, teacher 

education program put much emphasis on teaching methods and domain knowledge 

which are examined in teacher certificate exam. In other words, the learning of 

pre-service teachers is indirect for in-service classroom practice but direct for teacher 

certificate (Niemi, 2002), though the teachers are also required to be immersed in a 
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formal school context for authentic classroom experience and short-term practical 

training as internships. Once obtaining a position as a formal school teacher, the focus 

of teachers’ professional enhancement then shifts to actual teaching objectives and 

requirements.   

Many of the studies on language teacher professional development have also 

investigated either pre-service or in-service teachers under the same classification as 

mentioned above. Research on pre-service groups focused on teachers’ learning 

development cultivated in teacher education program and practicum and initial 

conceptualization of teaching from prior schooling experience (Calderhead, 1991; 

Johnson, 1994; Nettle, 1998; Russell, 2008; Reid, 2011; Rogers, 2011). Studies on 

in-service teachers, on the other hand, have investigated teacher development in 

classroom practice (Kwakman, 2003; Sato & Kleinsasser, 2004; O’Donnell; 2005; 

Mawhinney, 2010) and the changes from their learning in teacher education program 

(Watzke, 2007; Fantilli & McDougall, 2009). In addition, Borg used the same 

classification in his work, Teacher cognition and language education (2006) as an 

organizational framework to compile and discuss the studies about language teacher 

cognition development. This classification, therefore, has been widely accepted in the 

formal educational system and the academic research of English teaching.  

Entering the formal educational system for teacher training, Jenny was 

positioned as a pre-service teacher and was expected to participate and develop 

professional knowledge in the pre-service group, for she had no formal teaching 

experience (Borg, 2006). Nevertheless, Jenny’s teaching experience in informal 

contexts made her somehow incompatible with the either of pre-service or in-service 

group, though she still attempted to make herself meet the expectation of teacher 

learning in the formal educational system. Jenny was actually situated in the gray 

area between pre-service and in-service groups. She was an English teacher in 
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informal teaching contexts, and her teaching objective as a cram school English 

teacher was similar to that of formal school teachers; namely, they both aimed to 

provide the courses of English language for students to achieve good academic 

performance. Jenny thought that her instruction in cram schools did not have a lot of 

differences from that of most formal school teachers she observed. However, the 

issues that Jenny concerned about based on her prior teaching in cram schools such 

as classroom disciplines, boundary in teacher-student relationship, and providing of 

character education were unlikely to be discussed in the pre-service group, for the 

group was not assumed to face practical teaching problems. The bounded 

participation in pre-service teacher education program with the emphasis on 

familiarizing theory-based educational knowledge thus seems not beneficial to 

connect Jenny’s past teacher development and extend to the new one. As Jenny 

stated, though internship provided an authentic school community for pre-service 

teachers to receive practical training, she was more of an outsider than an active 

participant as other members in the school community; she learned very little from 

such experience. Officially, Jenny was not qualified yet to be a member of the 

in-service teacher group to obtain the resources within the group to meet the needs of 

her professional development. Hence, in the CoP of TESOL, it seems to lack a space 

appropriate for Jenny to have a dialogue or make a contribution as she followed the 

expectation of the educational system.  

In fact, Jenny may not be the only teacher that is incompatible with the 

classification of the formal educational system. In the previous studies on language 

teachers, many of the formal school English teachers once had teaching experience in 

informal contexts like Jenny (Liao, 2007; Huang, 2008; Cruz-Yeh, 2011), yet 

researchers paid little attention to this kind of discrepancy and its negative impacts on 

teachers’ following professional development in the formal education system. Jenny’s 
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case in the study highlights the fact that the classification of the TESOL community 

might be too simplistic for a group of teachers who have diverse teaching experiences 

and that the needs of these teachers need to be taken of. 

 

The designed and the emergent. According to Wenger (1998), community 

cannot be designed, and “there is an inherent uncertainty between design and its 

realization in practice, since practice is not the result of design but rather a response to 

it” (p. 233). However, he also introduces the idea of “minimalist design” (p. 233) as a 

conceptual architectural framework to facilitating development and perpetuation in a 

community. In light of the interpretation of Barab, MaKinster, and Schekler (2003), 

the concept of minimalist design aims “to create a tentative platform and then 

facilitate a community in growing and evolving its own space” (p. 242). Regarding 

the formal educational system combined with this concept in the study, the system has 

long developed its bounded agendas in terms of the access of becoming a formal 

English teacher. On the other hand, it has not been clear as to whether or not the 

formal educational system allows the possibility or sufficient space for emergent 

needs and agendas of individual members, including formal teachers and 

formal-teachers-to-be. The designed/the emergent duality pair can thus be applied to 

the discussion of pre-defined procedures for becoming formal teachers and the needs 

which emerged as an English teacher in the study. 

Inferred from the discursive data of Jenny’s professional development trajectory, 

the access to becoming an English teacher in the formal educational system is unitary 

and well-institutionalized, while it somehow lacks flexibility in terms of the 

allowance of emergent agenda. Generally speaking, people who intend to become a 

formal English teacher in Taiwan are supposed to go through a similar process, 

namely, to make a series of preparation and go across many expressly stipulated 
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criterions. Firstly, people need to decide to teach in elementary schools or secondary 

schools, which leads them to different teacher education programs. The prospective 

teachers, mostly composed of undergraduate and graduate students, have to take the 

compulsory courses from the English department and teacher education program at an 

officially-authorized higher education institution, complete an internship, and pass 

teacher certificate exam (Fwu & Wang, 2002). The abovementioned process usually 

takes several years to complete before becoming a member of the formal school 

English teacher community, and all the procedures of becoming an English teacher 

are set already and exclusively by government (Yang, 2001). In other words, all 

prospective teachers, without any exception, need to follow each step in the organized 

formal educational system for the same goal— becoming a qualified formal English 

teacher.  

Jenny’s teacher development in informal teaching contexts, on the contrary, 

makes a counterexample for the allowance of emergent learning agenda decided by 

individual teachers. Although Jenny held a positive attitude toward teaching and being 

a teacher, she thought she knew very little about the actual duties of an English 

teacher and did not have a specific career plan, such as to work in formal/informal 

teaching contexts, and to teach elementary, junior or senior high school students. 

Instead of requiring English language teachers to make clear-cut decisions before they 

are engaged in the teaching contexts, informal teaching contexts provide numerous 

opportunities for people who are interested in teaching to engage in the community. It 

is easy for teachers in informal teaching contexts to change their minds and to shift to 

another teaching contexts or even move to other vocations without paying a heavy 

price since teachers do not need to invest many years in completing pre-teaching 

training and obtaining verification as formal teachers. Informal teaching contexts 

usually categorize learners into various types so that it is possible to compensate for 
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the weaker aspects of the learner or to facilitate further advancement of their English 

language ability. Jenny, though being an English teacher, also made use of this diverse 

characteristic for her teacher learning, deciding where to teach based on her individual 

interests or phased considerations. For instance, taking into account her current 

English ability, she started with basic teaching materials and gradually moved up to 

the advanced ones. She moved from teaching kid’s English, being a consulting teacher, 

to being in charge of whole class teaching in different contexts. Through all of the 

experiences, she was able to do extensive exploration with the context shifts until she 

adequately realized her own expectations toward teaching and realized that which 

teaching contexts could provide her expected learning. 

Compared with the flexibility that informal teaching contexts afford, formal 

educational system is filled with rigid procedures and could easily restrict the 

opportunities for teachers to make “post-determination” of their career, that is, the 

opportunity to experience first before making a final decision. Once people determine 

to be a formal English teacher, every procedure set by the Ministry of Education 

should be adhered closely for the path of becoming a teacher. It was unlikely to 

diverge from the unitary path of becoming an English teacher as long as one was 

resolved to be a formal school teacher and took teaching as a career. Teachers and 

teachers-to-be in formal educational system usually looked for other resources to 

supplement the bounded formal teacher learning, such as informal discussion groups, 

conference, workshops (Bullough & Kridel, 2003; Lieberman, 1995; Warschauer, 

2002). Otherwise, they should go through the formalities set by Ministry of Education 

to obtain a permission of making a teaching context shift (Ministry of Education, 

Taiwan, 2011). The informant in the study, Jenny, on the other hand, had the 

opportunity to gradually realize her own expectations and take further actions of 

professional development through constant reflection on her engagement in practical 
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teaching. The freedom of choice provided by the two contexts is very different.  

With the explicit, well-institutionalized process to becoming a formal English 

teacher, the uniformity of teacher qualification may be assured in terms of the 

academic backgrounds and officially-authorized verification of those teachers. 

Teachers’ individual emergent needs accompanying the professional development, 

nevertheless, are likely to be positioned as secondary and acquire little support from 

the formal educational system. From this point of view, therefore, the flexibility for 

satisfying individual differences in teacher development, based on the concept of the 

emergent, is relatively limited in the formal educational system. 

 

The local and the global. According to Wenger’s definition on the duality pair 

of the local and the global (1998), design decisions create relations “among their 

localities in their constitution of the global” (p. 234). An ideal community, that is, is 

supposed to allow its members to share local particulars with others and therefore 

create global significance. At the same time, the global reform agenda in the 

community is also compatible with local value. This duality pair is appropriate to be 

employed to discuss the dilemma of meeting the needs of a particular teacher 

professional development and its connection with a global reform agenda in TESOL 

community in the study.  

With the global reform in Taiwan’s English education, English language 

competence has been considered as one of the key emphases in educational policy. 

Starting from 2001, English learning has been introduced early in elementary school 

(Liao, 2004). The Ministry of Education also published new curricula guidelines and 

objectives of English teaching for formal education in order to enhance students’ 

English communicative competence through communication-based teaching methods 

(Liang, 2002; Nunan, 2003; Savignon & Wang, C., 2003; Tsai & Lee, 2007). Formal 
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school English teachers are thus assumed to be equipped with the ability to conduct 

such teaching in order to meet the expectation of educational policy reform and help 

students cultivate communicative skills in English language for authentic use. 

Nevertheless, the English teacher informant, Jenny, received formal English education 

with a traditional objective as a student before the educational policy was modified in 

2001. When Jenny was a student learning under the older policy, the importance of 

English learning on reading and writing skills was greatly emphasized at 

paper-and-pencil exams while communication skills were basically put aside. In 

addition, Jenny did not perceive other meanings of English than a school subject 

matter, so her English learning experience was school-based only. Such an English 

educational background that Jenny possessed as a student made her less confident 

over her own English oral abilities, which was reflected on her later choices on 

exam-oriented cram schools when she became an English teacher.  

As the educational policy has been reformed for global competition, the actual 

needs of teachers’ classroom application and teacher professional training relevant to 

reformed teaching objectives are somehow neglected and leads the discrepancy 

between global educational reforms and local needs of teacher participants: whether 

teachers and students are conscious of the essence and necessity that the policy 

advocates and teachers have the correspondent competence to conduct 

communication-based English teaching are in question (Mousavi, 2007). These 

neglected aspects are discussed as following.  

When Jenny moved to the formal educational system for teacher professional 

development, on the other hand, there was a gap between the new educational reform 

and actual teaching application in formal schools observed in her experience. Firstly, 

the communication-based teaching has been emphasized in the current educational 

reform and it was also advocated in the teacher education program that Jenny enrolled. 
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However, traditional exam-oriented teaching was still worshipped in actual classroom 

application just as her own teaching experience in both formal and informal contexts 

as well as the observations of formal school teachers during internship. According to 

Jenny’s statement, it was because traditional teaching directly took care of students’ 

immediate needs for dealing with school-based learning and paper-and-pencil exams, 

and thus many teachers tended to retain the same instruction though the English 

language educational policy was modified to develop citizens’ ability for real-world 

communication (Chang, 2004). Furthermore, as Jenny observed when being an 

English teacher, most of the students were not really aware of other potential needs of 

English language aside from learning it as a school subject matter, either. Therefore, it 

was discrepant between the ideal English educational reform and practical 

school-based instruction.  

In addition to the abovementioned discrepancy, teacher educational program 

failed to provide sufficient support for prospective teachers to conduct 

communication-oriented teaching. Therefore Jenny found it challenging to meet the 

ideal teaching objective according to the English educational reform, particularly as 

the instruction of English education she had received was for written tests. For 

instance, Jenny was at a loss when being required to do teaching demonstration during 

the internship with “activity-oriented teaching”, in which students are encouraged to 

practice English oral speaking, or communicative competence with teacher’s 

instructions. The communication-based teaching methods introduced in teacher 

education program were only “arm-chair strategies” from Jenny’s perspective, 

because almost none of formal school teachers and teacher educators carried them out 

in practice. Therefore, she had difficulty transforming abstract theories to actual 

practice, which agrees with the statement of Hong et al. (2008) that pre-service 

teacher education program fail to “equip future teachers with the capabilities to 
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transform education theories to meet actual [teaching] job requirement” (p. 5). 

 

Identification and negotiability. According to Wenger’s definition of the 

identification/negotiability duality (1998), the idea of identification is about identity 

formation between participants’ investment in various forms of belonging, while 

negotiability is about the ability of participants to negotiate the meanings that matter 

in those contexts. Identification is referred to a dynamic and generative process, in 

which the members are identified as and also identified with certain role(s) in a 

community. On the other hand, the concept of negotiability is about to what degree 

the members control over the meanings in the community, and it may include one’s 

own perception toward his or her “ability, facility, and legitimacy” to bargain self 

positions and make contributions to the community (p. 197). The identification/ 

negotiability duality pair in the study could therefore be utilized to illustrate the 

distinctions between the officially-authorized role in formal educational system and 

the identity that the teacher informant positioned herself wherein.  

The informant’s story in the study indicates that the opportunities to negotiate 

teacher identity in the formal teacher education program are insufficient as only the 

teacher role of prospective teachers is identified. The limitation of negotiability would 

possibly diminish the opportunities for teachers to create different meanings of 

teaching and to sustain their motivation in teaching career. Generally speaking, 

prospective and in-service teachers are considered to possess positive motives about 

teaching, which are intensive enough to orient and support them to the path of being a 

teacher (Clarke, 2008; De Long, 1987; Krečič & Grmek, 2005). Even so, the 

motivations and interests of those teachers and teachers-to-be would also fluctuate 

with the interaction and engagement in the community (Anderson & Iwanicki, 1984; 

Malmberg, 2006). Moreover, that teachers are regarded as learners of teaching has 
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been actually addressed and received attention in many educational studies (Hatzikalis, 

2009; Hyde, 1999; Johnson, 2009; Randi, 2004; Smith & Erdogan, 2008). Johnson 

(2009) supports the concept of “teachers as learners” and states “teachers must have 

multiple and sustained opportunities for dialogic mediation, scaffolded learning, and 

assisted performance as they participate in and learn about relevant aspects of their 

professional worlds,” (pp. 4-5). In other words, the relationship between teacher 

educators and prospective teachers thus can be regarded as a kind of teacher-student 

interaction, and the sustainability of teacher motivation from teacher professional 

community is crucial for teacher learning and classroom practice.  

In light of the concepts of dynamic teacher motivation and teachers as learners 

of teaching, it is convincing that the instruction of teacher educators may directly 

impact learning motivation of teachers-to-be who also have a student role to play. 

Many of the teacher educators in Jenny’s experience usually mentioned the 

importance of student motivation improvement in their lectures, yet few of them 

carried it out in class personally. Devoted to helping those prospective teachers 

become a knowledgeable and competent teacher, teacher educators seemed to 

overlook the student role of the prospective teachers and failed to take care of their 

learning motivation. From Jenny’s perspective as a learner, she finished the courses 

offered by the teacher education program but she was actually not motivated by most 

of the teacher educators and thought she obtained little from those courses than 

self-studying from textbooks. 

Though the concept of teachers as learners of teaching was not apparently 

advocated in informal teaching contexts shown in the data of the study, informal 

teaching contexts have a lot more room to take care of the needs and also sustained 

their motivation. Individual teachers enjoy the flexibility to choose their teaching 

contexts based on their interests in teaching or learning how to teach. Jenny’s dual 
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identities as an English teacher and a learner of English teaching were able to be 

developed simultaneously within such contexts. She satisfied herself and her interests 

in learning for amusement through context shifts in informal education at will as she 

served her teacher role at the same time. The professional identities developed by the 

teacher informant in this study are suggested to be tolerated in informal teaching 

contexts.  

Formal and informal educational systems as two CoPs “develop[ed] unique 

atmosphere[s]” based on their distinctive conditions and backgrounds (Wenger, 

McDermott, & Snyder, 2002, p.37). The formal educational system is well-organized 

with specific regulation to ensure the quality of formal school teachers, while the 

informal one has a loose structure yet unintentionally gave more freedom for teachers’ 

own choices. The claim of Wenger (1998) about communities of practices is quoted to 

illustrate the core of their differences as following. 

Learning is the engine of practice, and practice is the history of that learning. As 

a consequence, communities of practice have life cycle that reflect such a 

process. They come together, they develop, they evolve, they disperse, 

according to the timing, the logic, the rhythms, and the social energy of their 

learning. […] it is an emergent structure (p. 96).  

As a result, either community of practice is superior to the other. The study suggests 

that the unitary access of becoming a teacher in the formal educational system, unlike 

the informal one, may not allow flexible context shifts to satisfy teachers’ individual 

needs in professional development. Teacher educators thus need to respect freedom of 

pre-service teachers to make their own meaning of teaching and being a teacher, and 

provide helpful assistance in their professional development. 

The differences between formal and informal English professional development 

experiences of the teacher informant’s experience has been discussed sequentially in 
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this chapter with the four pairs of dualities provided by Wenger as the design for 

learning in community of practice (1998). The informal teaching experience of the 

informant in the study, as a mirror at a certain angle, provides an insider perspective 

for TESOL community in Taiwan to examine its design for teacher learning and 

possibly make further improvement. Since informal educational system has its 

uniqueness and plays a vital role in teacher professionalism as formal one in the study, 

it is certainly worthwhile to study more English teachers possessing informal 

professional development experience to develop an in-depth understanding of TESOL 

community.  
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 

 

The English teacher informant’s professional development explored in this 

study indicates that teacher development is undertaken by the teacher herself and 

guided by the morality which is constructed through how she perceives the 

developmental contexts and how she identifies herself as an English teacher. The 

study also reveals how formal and informal educational contexts respectively provide 

their distinctive possibilities of teacher professional development. In addition, the 

tensions existing in the formal educational system are revealed in contrast with the 

informant’s experience in the informal educational contexts. In this chapter, there will 

be a summary of the study, pedagogical implications, limitations of the study, 

suggestions for future research, and conclusions. 

 

Summary of the Study 

     The study aims to explore an English teacher’s professional identity 

development crossing between informal and formal educational contexts through 

investigating the teacher informant’s dynamic professional growth at different stages 

of her teacher development, from early formal schooling, informal English teaching, 

to formal teacher education stages. The study invites an informant, under the 

pseudonym of Jenny, to investigate how an English teacher developed herself 

professionally across cram schools and formal schools. A qualitative research method 

is employed as the design of the study. Data collection methods primarily include oral 

narratives and semi-structured interviews, supplemented with six follow-up 

interviews. The data collected is further analyzed with holistic-content approach 
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introduced by Lieblich, Tuveal-Mashiasch, and Zilber (1998). Member checking and 

peer debriefing are utilized to guard the trustworthiness of this study.  

It is derived from the data that the development of teacher professional identity 

and teacher learning of the informant is relevant to her identification of teaching and 

teachers from the educational contexts based on Wenger’s notion of identification in 

community of practice for learning (1998). The teacher professional development of 

the informant, Jenny, is basically a spiral process. During the developmental process, 

Jenny perceived and acquired the conception of teaching and the image of being 

teachers in her early formal schooling, became aware of her individual preconceptions 

which somehow clashed from the opposite viewpoint in the informal teaching 

contexts, and finally received supports of her professional identity as an English 

teacher from the perspectives of alternative education toward teaching and teachers in 

formal teacher education.  

On the basis of the four duality pairs introduced in Wenger’s framework of 

design for learning in community of practice (1998), on the other hand, the findings 

also reveal the tensions existing in formal educational system for teacher professional 

development in contrast to the informal one. First, the classification of pre-service and 

in-service teachers may be too simplistic for teachers like Jenny who have informal 

teaching experience as well. Second, the well-institutionalized access of becoming a 

formal English teacher seems lack of the space for teachers to create their emergent 

learning activities. Moreover, two discrepancies are revealed in the study. One is that 

between the communication-based teaching espoused in English educational reform 

and traditional teaching style common in the actual classroom in Taiwan. The other is 

the gap between the concept of “teachers as learners” widely advocated in teacher 

education research and the negligence of pre-service teachers’ student role in formal 

teacher education program. These findings lead to some suggestions for the formal 
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English educational community that will be discussed. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

To provide more opportunities for English language teacher to develop their 

professional identities and promote teacher growth, the study yields three important 

implications. First, both formal and informal educational contexts provide respective 

teacher development opportunities based on the informant’s experiences. Although a 

numbers of studies on the dynamic professional development and changing identities 

of formal English teachers have been well explored (Clarke, 2008; Miccoli, 2008; 

Tsui 2007; Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005), the relation between a 

teacher’s informal teaching experience and teacher development receives little 

attention. The current study suggests that it may be inappropriate to ignore the 

possible impacts on and opportunities for teacher professional development in 

informal teaching experience.  

Second, while the concept of teachers as learners of teaching has been widely 

advocated in English teacher education research (Hatzikalis, 2009; Hyde, 1999; 

Johnson, 2009; Randi, 2004; Smith & Erdogan, 2008), it is indicated in the current 

study that teacher educators are likely to overlook the student role of pre-service 

teachers and fail to motivate them in classroom practice. This may have negative 

impacts on how the pre-service teacher perceives the quality of teacher education. 

Teacher educators may need to make sure that their instructions keep abreast to the 

current educational research and theories, pay more attentions to individual 

backgrounds and needs of pre-service teachers, and provide timely assistance in their 

professional development.   

Furthermore, with the four pairs of dualities developed by Wenger (1998) to 

discuss the design for teacher learning, the current study suggests that formal English 
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educational community may not satisfy emergent needs of teacher learning with its 

unitary, well-institutionalized access of becoming an English teacher and simplistic 

classifications of pre-service and in-service teachers. Since teacher development is not 

only a professional but also a personal growth, and the concerns related to teacher 

development would vary from person to person, teachers need more space to conduct 

their own learning. Therefore, the study wishes to call to the attention of the Ministry 

of Education and other relevant government institutions in order to provide more 

flexible teacher training and developmental opportunities and create 

“teacher-centered” professional development so that teachers like Jenny from the 

formal part of the community would also have proper and continuous in-service 

teacher education.  

 

Limitations of the Study 

     The study has constraints. Firstly, this is a study with one case and therefore the 

informant’s experience in the study displays only part of the landscape of 

cross-contextual English teacher development in Taiwan. Second, the data collection 

in the study did not include classroom observation due to the limited time and budget. 

The researcher employed narrative inquiry for data collection to obtain an individual 

teacher’s current interpretation of the past events on her story (Clandinin & Connelly, 

2000); however, the informant’s memory distortion might undermine validity of the 

narrative and interview data. On the other hand, although the study tried to capture all 

the professional development of an English teacher in both formal and informal 

educational contexts with narrative and interview data, it lacked supplementary 

evidence to elaborate the relations between the teacher informant’s perceptions and 

actions.  
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Suggestions for Further Research 

Based on the discussion of the present study, several suggestions of further 

research are put forward. First, this study indicates the informal educational system 

has its valuable contributions to teacher professional growth. In the meanwhile, 

informal educational system, as a contrast, helps to examine the design for teacher 

learning in the formal one. Further research on teacher learning and professional 

development in the informal educational system could lead to a better understanding 

of the strengths and weaknesses of teacher development in informal educational 

system. It will also serve as an important contribution for establishing an appropriate 

and comprehensive examination system for cram school teacher qualification. On the 

other hand, the cross-contextual experiences in this study center on teacher 

development in two types of contexts, namely, formal and informal ones, but the 

concept of alternative education mentioned in the interview data of the study seems 

also beneficial for the informant. However, alternative education seems to create 

another type of educational contexts different from formal and informal ones in this 

study. Studies on English language teacher professional development across other 

educational contexts, therefore, may be an issue worth exploring.  

Second, since the current study focuses on professional identity development of 

an English teacher, the future study could explore the relationship between teaching 

behaviors in classroom practice and professional identity of a teacher. For instance, 

how a teacher exhibits or conceals the identity in classroom practice and the meanings 

behind a teacher’s actions may be worthy of further exploration.  

Moreover, qualitative studies on teacher professional identity development can 

embrace diverse data collection methods such as classroom observations and 

reflective journals, in order to acquire a more intact picture of teacher professional 

identity in addition making a better data source triangulation.  
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Conclusions 

     The study explores professional identity and teacher development of an English 

teacher across formal and informal educational contexts. The findings of the study 

exhibit that the English teacher’s professional identity is impacted by her prior 

schooling and through social interaction in both formal and informal educational 

contexts. Positively or negatively, the teacher became aware of her professional 

identity and sought for the development compatible with her identity. Just as 

described by Johnston (2003), teacher development is undertaken by teachers 

themselves but not teacher educators, teacher education program, or other external 

factors. On the other hand, the study also unveils the landscape of teacher professional 

development in the macro English education community from the informant’s story. 

In contrast to the informal context, the tensions of the design for teacher learning in 

formal educational system are revealed. Through cross-contextual English teacher 

professional development, the study provides a better understanding of both formal 

and informal educational contexts for facilitating English teacher professional 

development. It could be further served as a reference for the improvement of teacher 

education program and for future educational policy reforms to better take care of the 

actual needs of teachers on professional development. 
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Appendix A 

The First Semi-structure Interview Protocol 

 

 Topic domain: Formal teacher education program  

1. You have said that you just took some classes related to linguistics but no teaching  

classes in college, what things or people in college left you deep impression, 

( both positive and negative) that you think can relate to English teaching?  

2. I want to know more about your English teacher training. What things or people in 

the teacher education program impressed you?  

3. What is lack or insufficient for your learning in the teacher education program? 

4. Could you describe your internship as a student teacher? 

5. What do you learn how to teach English in the internship as a student teacher?  

6. What is the training or courses related to English teaching you received in 

graduate program? (in linguistic program, and cross-campus or cross-major 

learning) 

7. You have taught in extracurricular courses (remedial program; elite program) of a 

junior high school, and how about the teaching experience? 

 Topic domain: Informal teacher training experience 

1. You have worked in cram schools for many years. Do you think the requirements 

for hiring English teachers or criteria for teacher evaluation there really reveal an 

English teacher’s proficiency and ability in teaching? If yes, how? If no, why not? 

2. What are the pre-service or in-service trainings in English cram schools? Do you 

think it is helpful for you? If any, how do the trainings facilitate your teaching? 

3. Are there any differences among different English cram schools? If any, what are 

those differences? 
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4. Do you need to adapt yourself with the above-mentioned differences in teaching 

or in other aspects? 

 Topic domain: Teaching philosophy 

1. Every teacher has his/her teaching style and preference. In your English teaching, 

what do you expect students to learn in class? Could you explain the reasons why 

you expect the students to learn these aspects of English? 

2. How do you instruct students to learn English? Can you give me some examples? 

3. How do you prepare your teaching materials? Where are they from? How do you 

select them? How do you expect the materials to support student learning? 

4. How do you derive these concepts/ principles toward English teaching? 

5. Do you have some adaptation in your attitude, preparation and teaching due to 

different teaching contexts?  

6. What do you think about “professional” and “professional English teacher”?  
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Appendix B 

A Sample of the Oral Narrative 

031912 逐字稿 

Note: A stands for the interviewer; J for Jenny 

J: 我一直都對文教領域都有興趣阿 就是我一直有領域性 也不能講一直 我在

高中的時候 有考慮過我要念第一類組還是第三類組 然後我高中的時候 如果我

念第一類組就是因為英文 然後英文科英文系 可是如果我當時選第三類組的原

因是因為我想念生物科對 但我不知道生物系什麼系 可是我對生物 因為高中就

只能這樣做決定 只能從因為我沒有 其實我現在家教學生他現在也有這個困境 

可是我幫不了他 就是家長背景是侷限的 他們只懂他們自己領域的事情 而且甚

至妳也不可能 像妳家教學生家長是走商業領域 可是他也不是懂整個商業領域 

商業領域這麼大他其實只是懂他從事的商業領域 然後他只能從他那個角度看到

商業領域的空間 他會覺得商業就只有這樣 他會覺得他小孩如果讀商 他只能做

這些事情 然後那我的家長就國中畢業 更不可能知道任何科系的領域 所以我對

於職業選擇這件事情 這應該是答案吧 職業選擇這件事情 就是在高中的時候 

我真的只能從科系 就是理論上高中是定向階段 但是問題是你定向 理論上你應

該要先知道你的興趣在哪 能力在哪 然後還有你可能會想知道你未來想從事什

麼樣工作 然後多少高中生也不是笨蛋 會考量說那那個工作要做什麼 然後或者

是它薪水有多少 然後可能錢多事少離家近 高中會考慮的就這樣事情 他們只是

得不到 information 然後他們會考會在乎這種事情 然後可是我高中真的沒有考

慮這件事情 我只有想說那我喜歡的科系 因為我得不到職業訊息 我也不懂怎麼

得到職業訊息 然後所以我可能就是從我喜歡英文科跟我喜歡生物科 然後我覺

得這兩件事情 因為我知道我喜歡當 我喜歡老師這件事 可是我那時候沒有說我

一定要當老師 我只知道我喜歡老師這件事情 然後可是選英文科跟選生物科並

不影響當老師這件事情啊 走哪一科都可以啊 所以我當時在這兩個類組之中掙
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扎 我還問過我媽說欸你覺得我要唸第一類組還是第三類組 而且我還是掙扎很

久才問她的 想說我比較希望自己做決定對 可是因為真的很難抉擇 然後就想說

聽她 問問看她好了 然後就她居然很罕見的 因為我有說不想跟她說我修教程的

這件事 是因為我覺得她有時候會干涉太多 就是她的意見太多 會讓我覺得很煩 

就是光聽就覺得很煩 音樂你也不能很沒禮貌的就把她關在門外 她是你媽不是

別人 斷交這樣子 這個人不要相處 所以妳要尊重她要跟妳講話這件事情 然後

可是妳又不想要聽這麼多 最好的方法就是妳不要知道 那就 OK 啦 妳也無法改

變她的個性 然後可是那次我就想說那我就問她好了 就很罕見的她居然非常成

熟的告訴我 妳自己做決定就好 都可以 蛤什麼 然後我之前就掙扎了當時類組

單上可以寫一二三四 我就自己勾 我就在三類組上做了一個勾 然後看了它很久 

然後再塗掉立可白  再繼續猶豫 第一類組再勾看好久 然後花一整天想這件事

情 然後反正最後可能就衡量什麼啊物理化學 就上自然組啊物理化學怎麼樣 然

後地理歷史怎麼樣 然後有幾科爛的 就是你知道加減法的公式去算 然後覺得這

樣子算也不實際 因為妳知道兩科爛並不等於會比一科爛(還)爛 因為兩科只有

一點點爛 一科非常爛之類的 就是在一種猶豫之中還是選擇第一類 我不知道這

個跟女生選第一類組 我相信多少有一點關係 對就當時覺得第三類組理組 會覺

得比較女生男生偏向 當時有想可是 那是其中一個原因 可是不是全部的那一個 

我就覺得因為兩個都一樣喜歡 所以我很難做抉擇 所以我覺得那真的就是樹枝

放在路邊 咚他往左邊倒 好那我兩條路都很喜歡 所以我就往左邊走 對然後 而

且我當時會喜歡英文系的原因是因為我自己那個時候唸很多 我高中的時候 我

從小到大唸的課外書 都是就是小說嘛 當然就是中文小說 可是我小時後發現它

們都是翻譯的 然後都會有那種作者欄 就是那書頁都會有作者欄 都會有說什麼

某某某看不懂英文名詞翻譯成中文的作者 然後什麼英國或美國 他們是用英文

或美語寫的耶 好想看它的英文原著喔 所以就在英文跟生物的時候 我決定要看

英文原著好還是看生物好 

就我在選英文系的主要動機是因為我想看原著 我想看什麼原著 現在也沒有看 
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然後我覺得我選英文系 我可能想要就是跟書本 我想要看當時很喜歡的 因為我

發現莫名奇妙生在台灣 我唸的書通通都是翻譯的書 然後我就會開始想要唸那

個語言 然後這也是我去圖書館的原因 因為其實開始的原因都是書本 這是滿合

理的 

A: 所以那是你的興趣嗎 

J: 那是興趣阿 什麼秘密花園啊 苦女努力記 小時候都是英文翻譯這樣子 那我

就去唸英文系 就看它本來什麼樣子 然後後來發現一件事 苦女努力記是法文寫

的 小王子法文 因為法文跟英文差有點大 看得懂英文看不懂法文 大概六七成

還是英文 兩成是法文 一成是德文 然後然後反正我就是選英文系 然後我去圖

書館的原因 因為我其實一開始就是喜歡書本這個東西 我也很想做圖書館的事

所以我才會想要 我當時衡量會覺得那間補習班算是我喜歡的領域 可是我覺得

玩夠 我覺得能從它身上得到的東西得到夠 我要的只是我想要接觸這個領域 可

是我不敢 然後現在有個因緣際會 然後它的那麼入門的門檻也比較低 因為它是

兒美 而不是什麼高中英文國中英文 門檻比較低 
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Appendix C 

A Sample of the First Interview 

040312 訪談逐字稿 

A: 我們上次的訪談比較沒有提到說學校或是教程給你的印象, 還有另一個部分

是補習班的教學有沒有帶給你什麼樣的學習 那第一個先請你談談在學校的教程 

J: 在學校的教程 我覺得就是我們學校教程還滿爛的 可是我聽說每個學校教程

都很爛 就我目前聽到為止 大部分的 就連就連師範體系他們也覺得他們教程沒

有學到什麼 可能我聽到的人剛好他們都不覺得學到什麼吧對啊 我我覺得教程

的課就是修完 嗯大部分大部分 然後有一兩堂會覺得比較有收穫的課 大概就真

的就只有兩三堂比較有收穫的課吧 對然後其他的課就是把學分修完 然後比較

有收穫的課 嗯其實我有一堂課叫什麼我現在想不起它的它的全名 

A: 跟什麼有關的就好了 也不一定要想起全名 

J: 我之後可以查全名給你 嗯它它的課程內容是在講說就是體制外的學校 就是

不是我們平常公立學校或私立學校那種學校 可能就是譬如說像嗯呃華德福啊 

森小 有一堂課開在晚上的 然後老師是叫什麼名字啊 我現在也忘了 我可以去

查學分有 然後那堂課因為它是從體制外去看教育 然後我們就他給我們一些關

於討論教育的文章的片段 一些片段 然後不同的人在看教育的態度 然後或者是

他會覺得體制內的教育不是那麼的理想之類的一些東西 然後也也對於教育的本

質會做一些討論 其實就是大部分還是以看居多啦對 然後那堂課也有那堂課也

有一個作業是訪問一個同學 他是念全人中學的同學對 所以那堂課我會對教育

這種東西 我會覺得那是我第一次在教程的課上 比較真實的感覺到教程應該要

幫我們對於教育這種事情開始有想法對 因為有修教程跟沒修教程的差別應該 

我沒修教程之前我也在搞這些 有修教程之後我也在搞這些 就是我都在做 一樣

在做這個工作 為什麼當學校的老師就一定要修教程 我會覺得說那我們修教程

就一定要有它的意義存在 就是它真的賦予你什麼東西讓你比較qualify可以當更
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好的老師這件事情 對然後那堂課是 因為我之前說我在補習班的時候 我第一次

會有那種 所以我想要那種開始去想說教育這東西到底是在搞什麼鬼之類 就是

本來只是純粹在做教這件事情 然後開始會去想是那個補習班之後的事情 對然

後那一堂課是讓我覺得我開始有去想的感覺 可是我就只想那麼一個學期 然後

就匆匆的結束了 然後我覺得其他課其實就是什麼 就是可能空泛的課程 都在唱

高調 或是或是很或是很蜻蜓點水的帶過什麼 教育概論很蜻蜓點水啊 教育心理

學也很蜻蜓點水啊 就是連比如果說我們上教育心理學 然後講到什麼呃 現在已

經忘光了 教檢書唸的東西 就會講到不同的人對於兒童心理或青少年心理那個

分階段啊的那個概念 我覺得就算是上課時間 我也只是聽到幾歲到幾歲是什麼

階段 然後關鍵字是什麼 就是沒有任何意義 那我書打開來背一背就好 我為什

麼要聽你上課 然後或者是寫教案 其實我不覺得有學到什麼寫教案的方式 我也

沒有學到寫教案 我是修教檢準備教檢才知道說 喔原來認知層面的話 可以從哪

幾個角度切入 它有分哪幾個階段這樣子 這些東西我覺得我當時在學教程的時

候都沒有上到 就是他就提到 可是他沒有那麼系統性的讓我們 catch 到 所以我

就覺得其實我覺得教程沒有什麼很大的幫助  

A: 所以那那時候你在修教程的時候 你的期待是了解教育是什麼 

J: 嗯當時在修教程之前 要先遞一個申請書說我想要修教程嘛對不對 然後原因

是什麼什麼 它有那個學期成績的那個百分 會佔百分之可能六十多少 然後自傳

啊要佔百分之多少 所以我就很認真寫了自傳 然後明明就是一頁自傳可以隨便

寫寫 然後我認真思考這個問題 然後當時自傳我就寫說 我在補習班遇到一些情

況 然後所以我想要透過教程的課程 讓我更了解譬如說到底教育是什麼東西 然

後或是遇到比較特教的學生該怎麼處理之類的 然後坦白說我真的覺得就只有兩

門課有幫助 剩下的課就是我不知道為什麼 反正就把它修完就對了 然後一門課

就是我說全球教育 全球化教育之類的那那個課名 就那門課比較有提到他對教

育的概念 就從各個不同的角度來看教育 對然後另外一堂課 特教其實我覺得也

還好 因為特教我 特教老師很認真啊 然後也也上了一些就是一些重要的概念 
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可是我覺得概念就是概念 然後做報告或是去採訪一些特殊生的時候 可能會有  

可以聽直接聽到特殊生(跟)特殊生家長的想法 大概就是這樣 可是我我會我不

認為那對我在就是 可能譬如說你真正在教育現場 如果遇到特殊生的時候 首先

第一件事情你要先發現他是特殊生 對那發現特殊生的能力 我覺得我並沒有進

步 我還是依照第六感 我還是不懂得 就是我還是不清楚要怎麼判定特殊生 

A: 就是妳覺得沒有告訴妳如何 

J: 在判定特殊生的能力上 我覺得我沒有進展 當然當然我們有唸一些什麼症狀

的特殊生 什麼特殊生有什麼樣的症狀對 就是會有一些症狀 可是這種東西其實

畢竟比較專業嘛 所以我們真的只能憑感覺 對可是多多少少你可能可以知道說

最常遇見的特殊生是什麼情況 那我想或許有需要幫助的時候 大家可以知道從

哪邊去找資源 去找資料 然後去重新再唸一下之類的 可是至少你知道上哪找資

料這算是一種進展啦對 然後嗯就是特殊 就是那個特教方面的 對 然後可是至

於特教那邊要怎樣對待 或者行政流程 課堂上有講一些 可是我覺得可能就是 

這也不能怪課程 就是理論是理論 然後你沒有實務經驗 所以就還是會覺得聽完

就忘了這樣子 然後我是覺得特教那方面 多少會讓我覺得有一點概念 上哪找資

源 然後另外我修了一堂課是教育法規 是大家避之唯恐不及的課 就是法規聽起

來就很無聊 因為唸教育的人都不會想念法律啊對 然後可是因為 然後可是因為

我自己我自己就是當老師的朋友他覺得 就因為他一開始就接行政工作 然後所

以他覺得他對於自己在學校上有什麼權利有什麼義務這些東西 或是或是遇到比

較資深的人欺壓你的時候 你到底是只能聽他的 還是還是可以據理力爭這樣子 

因為他不知道自己有多少保障 所以就比較不敢亂來這樣子 對所以那是其實那

堂課我有點想要知道學校的現況 學校的狀況是什麼 然後去修 所以我覺得那堂

課是對於對於就是可能教育圈有什麼法令限制 或是有什麼嗯權利義務保障的那

些東西 可能我會有個概念 當然也是停在在未來有需要可以在上面找資源這樣 
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